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 The transition quadrupole moments, Qt, of rotational bands in the neutron-rich, even-mass 
102-108Mo and 108-112Ru nuclei were measured with the Doppler-shift attenuation method.  The nuclei 
were populated as fission fragments from 252Cf fission.  The detector setup consisted of the 
Gammasphere spectrometer and the Hercules fast-plastic array.  This allowed the measurement of 
asymmetric DSAM lineshapes at different Gammasphere detector angles with respect to the fission 
axis.  The measurements typically covered the 6 to 16ћ spin range of the ground-state band and at 
least a strong transition in the γ band.  At moderate spin, the Qt moments are found to be reduced 
with respect to the values near the ground states, the latter being reported in the literature.   
 An attempt has been made (by Afanasjev) to describe the data in the framework of cranked 
relativistic Hartree-Bogolyubov theory, and the results are reported in the present work as well as in 
a Physics Letters paper by Snyder et al.  For 104Mo reliable predictions can be made.  Here an oblate 
shape and a low-spin triaxial shape (deformation parameter γ~-44°), predicted to be favored in other 
theoretical calculations, are ruled out by the data.  There is some indication for a gradual change, at 
higher spin, from an initially prolate shape to a triaxial shape in 104Mo.  The Qt data for 106Mo and 
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110,112Ru support this picture.  The challenge of theory to describe the Qt data is addressed, which has 
to do with the very γ-soft potential-energy surfaces. 
 As a byproduct of the Qt analysis (which requires the determination of the intensities of the 
feeding transitions), the transition intensities of many weak high-spin or non-yrast states have been 
determined.  These previously unknown intensity data are also reported. 
 In the appendix, the results of an attenuation-coefficient analysis for γ-ray angular 
distributions (due to recoil-in-vacuum) in heavy Ba isotopes are reported.  These results are from a 





Chapter 1: Introduction 
 The nucleus is a quantum mechanical system of protons and neutrons; bound together by 
the strong interaction within a radius of ~5x10-15m 1.  The current best direct observation option, a 
scanning tunneling microscope, can observe individual atoms (10-10m) 2, but is still a factor of 104 
away from resolving the nucleus.  To gain an understanding of the nucleus requires the use of 
“other” observation methods.  Often, this involves placing the nucleus in an excited state and 
detecting the particle and γ emissions released by the nucleus as it returns to stability (the ground-
state properties are, of course, also important).  The measurement of experimental quantities from 
an excited-state emission, specifically spin, parity, and lifetime of the state, combined with their 
interpretation through theoretical models, allows for the reconstruction of the nuclear shape and the 
underlying nuclear structure. 
 For the present work, the shape is an important feature of the nucleus to be considered.  
Specifically deviations of the atomic nucleus from a spherical shape, i.e., nuclear deformation, are a 
point of concern.  A quantity that describes such deformation is the nuclear quadrupole moment.  
Earth is said to have a quadrupole moment, reflecting the “flatness” of the poles, where the 
difference in the major and minor axes is of the order of 1.003:1.  A typical quadrupole moment of a 
deformed nucleus corresponds to a 1.2:1 axis ratio, while in exceptional cases, so called 
superdeformed nuclei, 2:1 axis ratios have been observed.  In the case of the positively charged 
atomic nucleus, one often uses the charge quadrupole moment.  One way to determine the charge 
quadrupole moment is through the so-called transition quadrupole moment, which is related to the 
lifetime of certain excited nuclear states. 
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 The discovery of the nuclear quadrupole moment dates back to the mid 1930s and is 
described in Reference 3.  On the experimental side, the discovery is associated with the names of 
Schüler and Schmidt, who found an unusual line splitting in the optical hyperfine spectroscopy of 
rare-earth probes.  That splitting suggested an electric interaction between the nucleus and its atomic 
environment.  Notably, the so-called magnetic hyperfine interaction was already known at this point.  
On the theoretical side, Pauli, Racah, and Casimir were involved.  They defined the problem as due 
to an elongation or compression of the nucleus along a certain orientation axis (the spin axis), and 
they solved the problem by providing the first calculations of nuclear quadrupole moments.  For 
example, the value of 560 efm2 for 175Lu is a value that is certainly in the right “ballpark”.  Using 
present-day terminology, this was the first determination of the so-called static quadrupole moment, 
which is another method of determining the degree of nuclear deformation, in addition to the 
aforementioned transition quadrupole moment.  
 Another milestone of this type of nuclear research was the discovery of nuclear rotation that, 
in turn, implies that the nuclear shape is deformed.  This dates back to the early 1950s and is 
associated with the names of Huus and Zupancic, and Asaro and Perlman on the experimental side, 
and N. Bohr, A. Bohr, and B. Mottelson, on the theoretical side; see the Nobel lecture of A. Bohr 4. 
 As indicated in the previous paragraphs, there was always a close interaction between 
experimental observation and nuclear modeling.  A brief introduction of various nuclear models is in 
order. 
 One of the earliest attempts to “model” a more global observation of nuclear science, 
namely the nuclear binding energy, is the so-called liquid-drop model.  The nuclear binding energy is 
the difference between the actual nuclear mass and the mass of all the individual nucleons, i.e. 
protons and neutrons that makes up the nucleus.  It is often normalized by the mass number to give 
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the binding energy per nucleon.  The larger the binding energy per nucleon, the more stable the 
nucleus is, i.e. the more work it would take to remove a nucleon from the nucleus.  Bethe and von 
Weizsäcker pioneered the liquid-drop model in the mid 1930s, with the development of the semi-
empirical mass equation 5 6 to describe the nuclear binding energy.  The model essentially treats the 
nucleus as an incompressible, uniformly charged, drop of liquid.   
 A plot of the binding energy per nucleon as a function of mass number reveals that nuclei 
with proton or neutron numbers equal to 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, or 126 are significantly more stable 
than predicted by the mass equation.  These numbers are known as “magic” numbers and their 
existence motivated the development of the shell model in the early 1950s 7.  Among the shell-
model pioneers are Goeppert-Maier, Jensen, and Feenberg.  
 The traditional shell model, also called the spherical shell model, assumes that each nucleon 
moves independently in the average potential created by all the other nucleons in the nucleus.  This 
assumption is based upon the long mean free path of the nucleons.  Justified in part by the Pauli 
Exclusion Principle which requires that no two fermions, i.e. protons or neutrons, may occupy the 
same state.  The average potential has been modeled in a variety of ways ranging from harmonic 
oscillator and square well potentials, to the more realistic, yet difficult to solve, Wood-Saxon 
potential 7.  These potentials led to certain energy gaps (shell gaps), which only matched the first 
three “magic” numbers.  The inclusion of the spin-orbit interaction is still required.  The spin-orbit 
interaction couples the orbital (L) and spin (S) angular momentum of each nucleon into total angular 
momentum (J), where J=L±S (S=1/2).  That is, the nucleonic motion may be visualized as moving 
in certain J orbitals.   
 This arrangement of levels correctly reproduces all the “magic” numbers.  The spin-orbit 
interaction is of strong-interaction origin (nuclear force).  A spin-orbit term in the Hamiltonian of 
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electromagnetic origin (like in the atomic case), would be an order of magnitude too weak to be of 
help explaining the “magic” numbers.   
 The spherical shell model works well at predicting nuclear properties near closed shells, i.e. 
near the “magic” numbers.  However, it is inappropriate when it comes to describing nuclear 
deformation and the excitation modes that are based on a deformed nuclear shape: rotation and 
surface vibration.  These considerations are related to the “mid-shell” regions and to the outskirts of 
the nuclear chart (a representation of all known nuclei in terms of atomic number and isotopic chain 
for a given atomic number).  The vast majority of nuclei are located in these regions.   
 To account for these nuclei additional models have been developed that are in a sense 
extrapolations of the previously discussed models.  There is the Nilsson model that describes single 
nucleonic motion in a deformed mean field hereby representing the effect of deformation.  There is 
the so-called cranking model that describes the effect rotational motion has on nucleonic orbitals.  
And there is the so-called Nilsson-Strutinsky method that leads to “multi-dimensional” potential 
energy surfaces, i.e., the total energy as a function of nuclear shape parameters and angular 
momentum.  These models (together with the concept of nuclear “pairing”) are relegated to a later 
chapter. 
 To elaborate somewhat on shape parameters, the following considerations are in order.  The 
deformation of the nucleus may or may not preserve axial and reflection symmetry.  If axial 
symmetry is broken, the nucleus takes on a triaxial shape.  If reflection symmetry breaks down, it 
leads to pear-like shapes.  This is directly related to present research activities in nuclear 
spectroscopy.  Specifically, as stated in Reference 8, it is still disputed in which way permanent 
triaxial or reflection-asymmetric shapes are realized in atomic nuclei.  The present work addresses 
this question and contributes in particular to the study of triaxial nuclear shapes.   
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 The nuclei of interest are located in the hard to access neutron-rich region of the nuclear 
chart, where isotopes with a relative excess of neutrons compared to the stable nuclei in a given 
isotopic chain are located.  One main method to produce neutron-rich nuclei, particularly at states 
with high angular momentum, is the spontaneous fission of 252Cf.  A 252Cf source has been used, in 
this work, however, unlike in most previous source experiments, the emphasis is on measuring 
lifetimes and subsequently extracting transition quadrupole moments (previous work focused on 
constructing level schemes).  This primarily requires extracting information from γ rays deexciting 
the states of interest.  However, to obtain high experimental sensitivity, the principle of the 
measurement combines the γ-ray detector array with a particle detector that identifies the fission 
fragments and the fission axis.  This has been achieved by using the Gammasphere-Hercules 
detector combination.  
 In Chapter 2 of this work, background information on the fission of 252Cf, shape parameters, 
methods for measuring excited-state lifetimes, and how the fission fragments and their γ rays 
interact with the detectors is provided.  Chapter 3 provides a description of the detectors themselves 
(Hercules and Gammasphere) and how the experiment is conducted.  In Chapter 4, the analysis 
methods used to identify one fragment from another and extract excited-state lifetimes from this 
data set are covered.  In Chapter 5 the results are presented, which comprise transition quadrupole 
moments in a series of heavy Mo and Ru isotopes and previously unavailable intensity fits of higher 
lying, weak transitions in these nuclei.  In Chapter 6, a discussion of the measured transition 
quadrupole moments based on theoretical considerations is presented.  Chapter 7 provides a 
summary of this work.  There are also extensive appendices including one on a recoil-in-vacuum 
angular distribution measurement that was carried out as a second, independent project.  
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Chapter 2: Background      
2.1 The Nuclear Landscape 
 Figure 2-1 shows the part of the nuclear chart that is relevant for the nuclei produced by the 
spontaneous fission of 252Cf.  Every nucleus in the chart is represented by a neutron number (N) 
along the x axis and a proton number (Z) along the y axis.  Both protons and neutrons contribute to 
the nuclear interaction, but there is also Coulomb repulsion by the protons.  The black squares in 
Figure 2-1 identify the nuclei that are stable against β decay (see Section 2.2).  These are the nuclei 
where the binding energy has reached a maximum for a given mass number.  The maximum is 
determined within the liquid drop model by those terms that are explicitly Z and/or N dependent 
(Coulomb and assymetry terms).  At low mass number (e.g. 20Ne) stable nuclei have an N/Z ratio at 
or near 1.0.  As the mass number increases, balancing out the Coulomb repulsion requires an 
increasing neutron excess.  In Figure 2-1, the N/Z ratio for stable nuclei has increased to ~1.3.     
 The β-stability line divides, in a sense, the chart.  Those nuclei “west” and “east” of the line 
are called proton rich and neutron rich, respectively.  The proton-rich side is accessible, for example, 
by fusion-evaporation reactions using a heavy-ion accelerator.  In this case, two stable nuclei with 
small N/Z ratios (compared to heavier stable nuclei) are fused together to produce a proton-rich 
nucleus.  The fusion process leaves the product compound nucleus in an excited state that will 
reduce its energy by evaporating particles.  If only the Coulomb barrier for the evaporated particle is 
considered, the emission of a neutron is in general preferred over proton or α emission.  This 
process leads to an evaporation residue, where the N/Z ratio is small (proton rich) compared to 
stable nuclei of the same mass number.  In fission, a parent nucleus with a large N/Z ratio 
(compared to lighter nuclei) produces two neutron-rich “daughters” (notice the separation into two 
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mass peaks in Figure 2-1).  The ratio for 252Cf is 1.57.  For the production of neutron-rich nuclei, 
there are several options: neutron-transfer reactions, spallation, fragmentation, and various types of 
fission (see next section).   
   




Figure 2-1: Part of the chart of the nuclides, color-coded with the 252Cf spontaneous-fission 
independent yields (IN values).  The IN value is a measure for the direct population yield of the 
fission products (see Section 2.2).  Examples of such products are 102,104,106,108Mo and 108,110,112Ru, the 





2.2 The Fission Process 
 The different types of radioactive decay are briefly mentioned hereafter.  Alpha (α) decay is 
the emission of an α particle, 4He.  There are three types of beta (β) decay: β- where an electron and 
electron antineutrino are emitted, β+ where a positron and electron neutrino are emitted, and 
electron capture where a proton captures an atomic electron to form a neutron and emit an electron 
neutrino.  The nuclei studied are neutron rich, so the β decays will exclusively be β-.  Proton decay is 
the emission of a proton, 1H.  Neutron decay is the emission of a neutron, 1n.  In spontaneous 
fission, a nucleus splits into two smaller fragments which release evaporation neutrons (see below) 
without the influence of an outside force.  In induced fission, in principle, the same result occurs, 
but the process is facilitated by bombarding the nucleus with neutrons or charge particles.  Gamma 
(γ) decay is an electromagnetic emission from the nucleus. 
 The process by which fission occurs is illustrated in Fig. 2-2 9.  The nucleus starts with an 
initial configuration and then begins elongating and pinching into two separate pieces of nuclear 
matter, a process known as necking.  This process continues until the elongated nucleus reaches the 
scission point and breaks into two separate fragments.  These fragments are known as primary 
fragments.  They are excited and cool predominantly through neutron evaporation, a process 
comparable with the evaporation following a fusion reaction.  On average 3.75 neutrons are emitted 
during a 252Cf fission event 10. Once the fragments no longer emit neutrons, they are referred to as 
secondary fragments and are abbreviated FF hereafter.  The FFs continue to cool down to the 
ground state by γ emission.  Initially there is statistical γ emission and the density of states is 
comparatively high.  As the ground state is approached and the density of states decreases the γ 
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transitions can more easily be resolved and the levels are often called discrete states.  Those with the 
lowest excitation energy for a given spin are termed yrast states.  Accordingly, they are more strongly 
populated than other states at the same spin.  On average each FF emits 3-4 γ rays, however 5% of 
all FFs formed emit as many as 10 γ rays 9.  Finally, the FFs will undergo β decay until a stable 
nucleus is reached.  The present work focuses on the FF discrete states.     
 The spontaneous fission of 252Cf produces a light fragment (LF) and a heavy fragment (HF), 
centered around A=110 and 140, respectively 9.  A symmetric distribution would be centered at 
A=122.  The nuclear shell closures at Z=50 and N=82 combine to preferentially form a FF with 
A>132, the HF.  The remaining nucleons combine into the LF.  Symmetric distributions occur 
when the shell effects are minimized.  This situation is obtained in induced fission, where the 
excitation energy of the system is initially higher.          
 Conservation of angular momentum requires that the net angular momentum of the FFs 
after fission be equal to that of the combined system before (i.e. 0+, the  ground state of 252Cf).  The 
angular-momentum conservation in fission is satisfied by adding the spins of the FF and the orbital 
angular momentum to a total spin of 0.  This is accomplished in the three angular momentum 
bearing modes described by Nix and Swiatecki 11 and summarized in Figure 2-3.  The dominant 
mode is the bending mode.  The bending and wriggling modes align the spins of the FF 
perpendicular to the fission axis, while the twisting mode aligns them parallel to it.  In the twisting 
mode there is considerable friction between the separating fragments and this makes this mode less 
likely.  This was first suggested by Hoffman and supported by Sarantites and it is the basis for the 
present work 12 13. 
 10
 For completeness, it should be mentioned that the FFs also inherit the kinetic energy of the 
primary fragments.  This has the effect that the FFs are recoiling, which in turn can be used in 
certain measurements such as Doppler-shift lifetime measurements (see Section 2.4). 
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Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of the formation of primary and secondary fragments from the 
spontaneous fission of 252Cf.  The letters n, γ, and β- represent neutron evaporation, γ decay, and β- 





Figure 2-3: Modes by which the nascent fragments can bear angular momentum while the entire 
scission-point complex conserves angular momentum.  The bending and wriggling modes are 
dominant, since twisting involves more friction.  Figure from Reference 14.  
 
  
 The fission yield is the percent of a fission events that produce a given nucleus, with two 
fragments per event, the yields are normalized to 200%.  There are two types of yields used in the 
literature (e.g. in Reference 15): independent, where the yield is determined before β decay, and 
cumulative, where the yield is determined after β decay.  The independent yield (abbreviated IN) is 
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the quantity used in Figure 2-1 and the later chapters of this work.  In Figure 2-1, the 102,104,106,108Mo 
and 108,110,112Ru nuclei studied in this work are identified, and their IN values are reported.  According 
to the color code of Figure 2-1, these IN values are among the largest for the fission of 252Cf.  There 
are 62 FF with IN values greater than 1% and ~200 FF with values greater than 0.1% 16.   
 
2.3 Theoretical and Empirical Concepts  
2.3.1 Shape Deformations 
 The following presentation on the deformation of the nucleus is based upon Reference 8.  
The radius of the nuclear surface (R), with respect to the origin, is described as an expansion of 
spherical harmonics (Yλμ) as shown in Equation (2-1).     
(2-1) 
 
The *  coefficients describe the magnitude of each Yλμ component, (r0A1/3) is the empirical nuclear 
radius where r0=1.2 fm, and A is the mass number for a given nucleus.  The α00 term ensures volume 
conservation.  The three α1μ terms describe a shift in the center of mass.  The α1μ terms can be 
ignored if the center of mass is chosen to coincide with the origin of the body fixed frame.  The α2μ 
terms are the lowest order of interest here.  They represent the quadrupole deformation.  The next 
higher order terms (α3μ) represent the octupole deformation.  Sketches of these two shapes are 
shown in Figure 2-4.  
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Figure 2-4: Sketches of quadrupole (λ=2) and octupole (λ=3) shapes.  The former is cigar like, the 
latter pear like.  The dashed lines indicate a spherical shape. 
 
 The   coefficients can be simplified by the requirement that the radius be real and that 
the shape be invariant with respect to the three symmetry planes.  Enforcing the former condition 
real imposes the requirement that 

   )(* .  The latter condition imposes that     
and that 0 for odd λ or μ.  Applying the latter condition to the quadrupole deformation leads 
to 2222    and 01221   .  If the additional requirement is placed that the shape be axially 
symmetric, then those coefficients with μ≠0 are also zero.  The quadrupole deformation can now be 
described by just the 20  coefficient.  This remaining parameter is called β2.  The parameters for the 
higher-order multipoles are not considered in the present context.  However, it is important to 
consider that the axial symmetry of a quadrupole shape may be broken (e.g. squeezed cigar).  It is 
helpful to reparameterize the quadrupole deformation in terms of β2, the magnitude of the 
deformation, and γ, the deviation from an axially symmetric shape.  These parameters were 
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introduced in Reference 17, and are known as Hill-Wheeler coordinates.  In Equation (2-2), the 20  
and 22  coefficients are written in terms of this polar representation:   
(2-2) 
 
The value of the γ parameter covers, in principle, a range from 0 to 2π.  However, in order to give 
the principal axes of the ellipsoidal shape a physical meaning, rotation of the shape is required.  The 
accepted convention is the Lund convention 18 , which is illustrated in Figure 2-5.   
  Here the term “collective” is used for a rotation perpendicular to the symmetry axis; angular 
momentum is created by cranking the nuclear shape and all nucleons are thought to follow the 
cranking motion.  A distinction is made between “collective prolate” (γ=0°) and “collective oblate” 
(γ=-60°).  The term “single particle” is reserved for an excitation mode where angular momentum is 
created by the spin(s) of a (several) valence nucleon(s).  This spin may coincide with a symmetry axis 
and is then called “single-particle prolate” and “single-particle oblate” for γ=-120° and 60°, 
respectively.  The region described by -60°<γ<0° allows for cranking about an axis perpendicular to 
a symmetry axis where the nuclear shape can be triaxial.  Rotational-like motion near this region is 
conceivable as well, for example, a shape with a small, positive value of γ.    
 The following expressions relate the intrinsic quadrupole moment to the deformation 
parameters.  For an axially symmetric nucleus, the quadrupole moment is described, in the simplest 




Equation (2-4) builds on the previous expression to include the effect of γ upon Q20: 
 
 






















Figure 2-5: The quadrupole deformation described in terms of β2 and γ, the polar coordinates, is 
shown.  The type of deformation (prolate or football-like and oblate or doorknob-like) and its 
association with collective rotation or single-particle motion, as used by the Lund convention, is 
indicated.  The spherical shape (β2=0) should be viewed just as a reference point.  This figure is 
adapted from Reference 19. 
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2.3.2 Level Schemes 
 Upon completion of particle emission, an excited nucleus releases its remaining energy 
through electromagnetic transitions and in the process decays to lower states.  An electromagnetic 
transition can be either a γ decay or internal conversion.  In the latter case, the energy of a transition 
is given to an electron that is eventually knocked out.  Internal conversion and γ decay are, in 
principle competing processes.  However, in the present work, where the nuclei have “medium” Z 
(Z=42,44) and the transitions of interest have energies that are quite large (Eγ t 600 keV) and are 
not of ΔI=0 type (see below), γ decay is the prime process. 
 The level energies and spin-parities (Iπ) of excited states establish the level structure of the 
nucleus, called the level scheme (e.g. Figure 5-5).  An additional property of an excited state is its 
lifetime (see Section 2.3.3). 
 The multipolarity of a γ-ray transition describes the electromagnetic character and angular 
momentum (λ) carried by the field.  It is related to the spins and parities of the initial and final states 
that it connects.  Angular momentum is conserved, the λ carried by the γ ray is constrained to  
(2-5) 
 
Parity is also conserved, the character of the transition will be electric (Eλ) if  
(2-6) 
 
or magnetic (Mλ) if  
(2-7) 
  
These are the so-called spin-parity selection rules; i and f stand for the initial and final states 
respectively 7. 
.fifi JJJJ  
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 Only the λ of a γ-ray transition can be determined by measuring its angular distribution.  To 
distinguish, for example, between M1 and E1 transitions requires additional information.  An 
angular distribution is the observed γ-ray intensity as a function of angle relative to a chosen 
quantization axis.  Typical choices for the quantization axis are the spin, beam direction, or fission 




where ),( Y are the spherical harmonics, λ is the multipolarity, μ is its component, and  ,  are 
the polar angles with respect to the quantization axis 20.  These distributions are anisotropic and 
differences between distributions are often enough to distinguish the multipolarity of the transition.  
Figure 2-6 shows a representation of the angular distribution for a stretched quadrupole (ΔI=2, λ=2, 
μ=2) and a stretched dipole (ΔI=1, λ=1, μ=1) where the spin axis has been chosen as the 
quantization axis.   
 Transitions can also have mixed multipolarity, this is described by the mixing ratio (δ) shown 
in Equation (2-9).  
(2-9) 
  
 and  are the two “mixed” multipolarities.  This typically occurs for an unstretched E2 (ΔI=1, 
λ=2, μ=1) and a stretched M1 (ΔI=1, λ=1, μ=1).  As a general rule, an electric transition will have a 
higher transition probability than a magnetic transition of the same λ.  The transition rates also tend 






































Figure 2-6: A three dimensional representation of the angular distribution function Zλμ for a 
stretched quadrupole and a stretched dipole.  The spin axis has been chosen as the quantization axis.  
This figure is adapted from Reference 22.  
  
 There are 2I+1 possible orientations, m, for each nuclear spin state.  The population of these 
substates are described statistically by the population parameter P(m), which is normalized such that 
 m mP 1)( .  The measured angular distribution function, ),( W , is the shape of the distribution 
weighted by the particular population of states. 
(2-10) 
   
The population parameter can be reformulated into a statistical tensor [ )(Ik ] to describe the 
orientation of nuclear substates, see Reference 23 for further details.  The effect of this 












Here, Ak are the angular distribution coefficients, the Qk coefficients correct for the non-zero 
opening angle of the detector 24, and Pk(cosθ) are Legendre polynomials.  Only even values of k 
occur in Equation (2-11) due to parity conservation.  
 The pattern of the energy levels may provide a first important insight into the behavior of 
the nucleons, and sometimes even the shape of the nucleus.  This pattern may also point to the 
model description which is most appropriate for the experimental observation.   
 When interpreting the level scheme, both non-collective and collective excitation modes 
have to be considered.  Non-collective or single-particle like excitations involve the successive 
alignment of the nucleonic spins in individual orbitals.  In the case of a deformed nucleus this 
alignment is along one of its symmetry axes.  This mode of generating spin is, in principle, also valid 
for a spherical nucleus.  The collective excitations include the rotation of the nucleus about an axis 
perpendicular to a symmetry axis and the oscillation of the nuclear shape (vibration).  The former is 
always based on a static shape deformation.  The latter is often based on a shape deformation, 
however, of “dynamic” type (see below).  Non-collective excitations are associated with an irregular 
behavior of the level energies as a function of spin.  In contrast, the rotational-like excitations are 
associated with a regular behavior where )1(  IIE 25.       
 A schematic of an angular momentum coupling scheme, sometimes called “deformation 
aligned”, is shown in Figure 2-7.  Here the individual nucleon has a spin labeled J.  The other 
quantum numbers are those for the core angular momentum labeled R, and total angular 
momentum labeled I.  The latter is the vector sum of the two former quantities.  The symmetry axis 
(Z), the rotation axis (X), and an arbitrary laboratory-frame axis (Zlab) of the nucleus are labeled as 
 
k
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well.  The nucleus rotates about X with a rotational frequency ω.  The projection of I onto the 
symmetry and rotation axes is given respectively by K and Ix.  The expression for the latter is   
(2-12) 
 
P is the projection of I into the laboratory frame Zlab.     
  
 
Figure 2-7: The vectors indicate the angular momentum coupling for a nucleus treated as a 
deformed core plus particle.  I is the total spin, it is comprised of contributions from J, the sum of 
the single nucleon spins, and R, the rotation of the core.  They are oriented on the symmetry axis 
(Z), the rotation axis (X), and an arbitrary laboratory frame axis (Zlab) of the nucleus.  Imagine that J 
precesses around Z.  This figure is adapted from Reference 21.          
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 Regularly behaving level sequences, where subsequent states are connected by E2 transitions 
are called rotational bands.  If the rotational band is built upon a single-particle state, for example in 
an odd-mass nucleus, or a vibrational excitation, for example in an even-even nucleus, then K is not 




Here 0 is the moment of inertia and it is considered as a constant.  However, a realistic description 
usually requires treating the moment of inertia as a function of I or ω.  Specifically, the moment of 
inertia for a rotational band tends to smoothly increase with spin.  This is sometimes called 
centrifugal stretching which is analogous to the stretching of the bonds in a rotating diatomic 
molecules in molecular spectroscopy.   
 The rotational frequency can be defined as shown in Equation (2-14).  The approximation 
assumes that I is large compared to K and that ΔI=2.  
(2-14) 
 
For a comparison with theory, the experimental data, for example on excitation energy and spin, are 
transformed to the intrinsic frame by plotting these quantities as a function of ћω.  The prescription 
for the latter is 
(2-15) 
 
























 In the present context, it is also helpful to introduce the kinematic ((1)) and dynamic ((2)) 






In the limit of a “rigid rotor”, )0()2()1(  .  In the case of a rotational band, (1) contains 
information on the static properties of the nucleus, particularly deformation and pairing (a term that 
is explained in Chapter 6).  (2), on the other hand, expresses the response of the nucleus to a force.  
An example here is the so-called upbend or backbend of the moment of inertia that is amplified in 
the (2) representation, see Figure 2-8.  The upbend or backbend is attributed to the Coriolis force:  
If this force reaches a critical value it may dominate the behavior of certain valence nucleons, which 
are then not in coherent motion with the bulk of the nucleons.           
 The moments of inertia shown in Figure 2-8 are those for two rotational-like bands in 104Mo: 
the ground-state E2 sequence and the positive-parity near-yrast sequence of the so-called γ-band are 
shown on the left and the right, respectively.  The peak of (2) for the ground-state band at ћω>0.4 
MeV is thought to represent a set (pair) of two decoupled neutrons in the h11/2 orbital.  The first 
peak for the γ band occurs at a similar frequency and is likely associated with the same h11/2 neutron 
excitations.  The slight shift in frequency may be due to subtle differences in pairing between the 
two level structures.  There is the onset of a second, high-frequency peak in the γ band that likely 
















Figure 2-8: Kinematic (1, open symbols) and dynamic (2, closed symbols) moments of inertia, as a 
function of rotational frequency (ω), for the ground state band (left) and the γ band (right) in 104Mo 
based on the level scheme 26.  Every other data point of the (1) plot is labeled by its spin. 
  
 Vibrational excitations correspond to a dynamic effect, i.e., an oscillating shape that has on 
average the shape of the ground state of the nucleus.  In some cases this is a spherical shape, in 
many cases this is a deformed shape and the vibration enhances the deformation effect.  The 
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description of vibrational excitations is, in principle, based upon the same spherical harmonic 
expansion as given in Equation (2-1).  A quantum of vibrational energy or a phonon, carries λћ units 
of angular momentum.  The different types of phonons (λ) correspond to different multipole 
excitations (ћωλ).  The monopole excitation (λ=0) is an expansion and contraction of the entire 
nucleus, a “breathing” mode.  The dipole excitation (λ=1) is the shifting of excess neutron density 
from one side of the nucleus to the other.  The quadrupole excitation (λ=2) is relevant for this work; 
qualitative depictions of the two forms, β and γ, can be found in Figure 2-9 and are discussed 
hereafter.  There are also octupole excitations (λ=3) and multiphonon excitations of the λ=2 type 
that can occur 27.   
 For deformed nuclei (deformed ground state), so-called β and γ vibration need to be 
considered.  The β vibration is an oscillation along the nucleus's symmetry axis and has projection 
K=0.  The γ vibration is an oscillation perpendicular to the nucleus's symmetry axis and has 
projection K=2.  These vibrations can couple with rotations.  Specifically a rotational band built on 
the β vibration is possible and has an initial 0+ state (band head).  A rotational band built on the γ 
vibration has an initial 2+ state.  Usually the γ band appears at lower energy than the β band.  An 
example for a γ band is the near-yrast positive-parity sequence in 104Mo.  The moments of inertia of 
this band are shown on the right of Figure 2-8.    
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Figure 2-9: A schematic of certain quadrupole vibration modes is shown.  The β vibration is an 
oscillation of the nucleus along the symmetry axis.  The γ vibration is an oscillation upon an axis 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis.  Notice that this axis changes with time.  
 
 The ratio of the energy of the 4+ level over the 2+ level of the ground state band (4/2 ratio) 
provides qualitative evidence as to the collective nature of a nucleus.  A survey of this ratio is plotted 
as a function of neutron number for Mo, Ru, and Zr isotopes in Figure 2-10.  Those isotopes 
studied in the present work are highlighted in green.  For a perfect rotor, the ratio should be 3.33, as 
can be derived from Equation (2-13).  The ratio for a perfectly vibrational nucleus is 2.0, as the 
energy levels are proportional to I.  Those nuclei with a ratio <2.0 have non-collective excitations; 
sometimes they are also called shell model nuclei.  Those nuclei with a ratio of ~2.7 are sometimes 
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referred to as transitional nuclei.  These nuclei may have more complicated structural features often 
pointing to a softness to β or γ deformation 27.  However, the 4/2 ratio has its limitations; higher 
spin states need to be considered as faster rotation tends to stabilize deformation within certain 




Figure 2-10: 4+ to 2+ ground-state band energy ratios for neutron-rich Ru, Mo, and Zr isotopes.  The 
rotational and vibrational limits are displayed.  For reference, shell-model nuclei often have ratios 
approaching 1.1.  The nuclei studied are highlighted in green.  On this level of comparison they are 
not clearly vibrational or rotational (see text).         
 
2.3.3 Lifetime and Decay Laws 
 The measured observable in this research is the mean lifetime (referred to hereafter as just 
the lifetime) of the excited FF states.  The lifetime (τ) is the average time that a nucleus is likely to 
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survive before it decays.  The inverse of the lifetime is the transition probability (T=1/τ), the 
probability per unit time that the nucleus will decay.  The transition probability is often referred to as 
the decay constant.  A related term not applied in this work is the half-life (t1/2), the time necessary 
for half of the nuclei to decay (  2ln2/1t ).  This section is based upon the presentation of the 
topic in Reference 1.     
 The definition of the transition probability, under the assumption that no additional nuclei 
are added and that T is constant regardless of the age of the nuclei, yields the expression 
(2-18) 
 
where N is the number of nuclei in the sample.  Integrating Equation (2-18) gives the exponential 
law of radioactive decay, Equation (2-19).  Notice that τ has been substituted for T in the expression 
and that N0 is the initial number of nuclei. 
 
(2-19) 
    
By differentiating Equation (2-19), an expression for the activity [A(t)], the number of decays that 
occur per unit time, can be derived. 
(2-20) 
 
 When measuring excited-state lifetimes the situation can arise where the state can decay by 
two or more different routes.  Consider the case where there are two different states, a and b, that 
the initial state can decay to.  The rate of decay to state a is determined by the partial lifetime τa and 
into state b by τb.   
(2-21) 


























The initial excited state therefore decays according to Equation (2-19) with lifetime τt.  This result is 
important; it shows that regardless of whether the lifetime is measured using the transition to state a 
or state b, the measured lifetime will always be the total lifetime.  The partial lifetimes only describe 
the fraction of nuclei that decay through each route.  This can be seen explicitly by inspecting 




2.3.4 Reduced Transition Probability and Quadrupole Moments 
 Once the excited-state lifetime has been measured, the reduced transition probability, and 
from there the transition quadrupole moment can be determined.   
 The lifetime of a state depends on the underlying nuclear structure, the availability of states 
to transition to, and the energy and angular momentum requirements of the photon making the 
transition.  By removing the latter contributions, the reduced transition probability [B(λ)] is obtained.  
Here, λ designates the multipolarity of the associated γ emission (or internal conversion process).  
B(λ) provides a measure of the underlying nuclear structure of a state.  
 The B(λ) value can be extracted from experimental lifetime values using Equation (2-24) and 
accounting for the electric or magnetic character of the associated electromagnetic transition as well 














































The B(Eλ) and B(Mλ) are in units of e2fm2λ and μN2fm2λ respectively, τ is in sec, T in sec-1, BR is the 
branching ratio (0<BR≤100), and Eγ is in MeV.  The constant μN2 is defined as (eћ/2mpc)2 which 
equals 0.01589 MeV fm3.  The downward arrow (↓) indicates deexcitation Ii→If.  All the measured 
transitions in the present data are deexcitations.  It is noteworthy to mention the relationship 
between excitation and deexcitation, which is 
(2-25) 
   
This relationship is useful if a result of a direct lifetime measurement is to be compared with lifetime 
information obtained from a Coulomb-excitation cross-section measurement. 
 The reported excited-state lifetimes are all measured from E2 γ transitions.  Equation (2-26) 





The units are the same as those for Equation (2-24).   
 The transition quadrupole moment (Qt) can be constructed from the B(E2) value and 
provides a measure of the nuclear charge distribution's deviation from sphericity.  The concept of 



























































nuclear structure implications of changes in Qt as a function of N, Z, and I are discussed in Chapter 
6. 
 The B(E2) and Qt values are related as shown in Equation (2-27) 8.   
 
           (2-27) 
 
The subscripts i and f denote the initial and final states of the transitions.  The expression is brackets 
is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.  See Appendix B for a list of commonly used Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients.  Qt is in units of efm2. 
 The transition quadrupole moment is an experimentally derived quantity which is identical to 
the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q20 8 29.  Hence the strength of the B(E2) value or the related 
quantity Qt is an indication of the size of the quadrupole deformation.  Due to the B(E2) 2tQ  
relation, the constructed Qt is not sensitive to the “sign” of the quadrupole deformation (prolate or 
oblate).  Both Qt and Q20 are defined in the body-fixed (intrinsic) frame of the nucleus.   
 There are other experimental techniques by which the size and “sign” of the quadrupole 
deformation can be measured.  These techniques provide the static quadrupole moment Qs, where 
Q20 has been averaged over the rotation of the nucleus.  Qs is sometimes called the spectroscopic 
quadrupole moment.  Assuming axial symmetry, this quantity is related to Q20 as shown in Equation 
(2-28) 8.  
(2-28) 
    
 Some of these techniques take advantage of certain hyperfine effects.  A popular example is 
the hyperfine splitting, due to the electric hyperfine interaction, in muonic Lu atoms (175Lu is its 
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reorientation effect in Coulomb excitation, i.e. the reorientation of the nuclear axis caused by the 
electric field of the projectile after the nucleus has been excited, see the discussion in Reference 29.  
However, these techniques do not have the broad applicability the Qt measurement has.  For 
example, they are limited to rather low spin (Coulomb excitation) or to stable nuclei (“muonic” 
technique). 
 According to Reference 30, theory can use nuclear model wavefunctions to calculate a value 
for B(λ).  Let IKP  represent the wavefunction of a state with spin I, where K is the projection of 
I onto the symmetry axis and P is the projection in the laboratory frame (see Figure 2-7 for a 
diagram of the angular momentum coupling of the nucleus).  The matrix elements 
iiifff PKIPKI
 )(M   make use of the electromagnetic multipole operator [M(λμ)] to describe 
the magnitude of a γ transition from an initial state (i) to a final state (f) (μ is the projection of the of 
λ).  The matrix elements can be expressed in terms of reduced matrix elements, 
iiff KIMKI )( , by using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to remove the orientation dependence 
of P and μ as shown in Equation (2-29).   
(2-29) 
 
The B(λ) is then the sum of the squared matrix elements averaged over the (2Ii+1) substates of the 
initial level.  It becomes: 
(2-30) 
   
The comparison of the experimental and theoretical values is often used to improve our 
understanding of the underlying nuclear structure.  (Alternatively, theory may calculate the 
















 Weisskopf developed an approximation for the reduced matrix elements of Equation (2-30) 
31.  The estimates imply that the excitation is single-particle in nature.  By dividing a measured B(λ) 
by the estimate Bsp(λ), the B(λ) is expressed in Weisskopf units [BWU(λ)].  The expressions for the 




        
 
All quantities and constants have already been defined, a Weisskopf unit is dimensionless.  If the 
value in terms of BWU(λ) is significantly larger than one, the excited state is said to be collective.  In 
particular B(E2) values of tens to hundreds of Weisskopf units have been observed.   
2.4 Concepts of Lifetime Measurements  
 Lifetimes of nuclear states cover a large time range.  In the μs to s range, the lifetimes are 
usually measured with electronic-timing techniques, see e.g. 28 33.  For very short lifetimes, i.e. τ É 1 
μs, Doppler-shift methods are commonly used, see e.g. 34.  For “ultra-short” lifetimes, i.e. τ É 1 fs, 
the so-called crystal blocking technique can be applied 34.  It takes advantage of a comparison of the 
time scale of the nuclear process and that of the time of the nucleus to traverse an atomic spacing in 
a crystal. 
  Among the Doppler-shift methods, one distinguishes between the Doppler-shift 
attenuation method (DSAM) and the recoil-distance Doppler-shift method, also referred to as the 
“plunger” method.  DSAM covers lifetimes in the range 10 fs É τ É 5 ps, whereas with a “plunger”, 
a range of 1 ps É τ É 1 μs can be reached.  In this work, the DSAM approach has been used; the 


























various aspects of the DSAM approach are discussed hereafter.  A brief discussion of the “plunger” 
method is also included.  These methods are relevant for experiments where the recoil is a FF from 
a fission source or a product of a reaction initiated by an accelerated beam (of sufficient energy) 
hitting a target.  The former case is relevant for this work, but the terms recoil or nucleus will be 
used to write this section in a more general fashion.  This section is written based upon the 
presentation of the topic in Reference 28 and additional details specific to DSAM from References 
35 and 36. 
 The frequency of an emitted wave becomes Doppler shifted when an observer and the wave 
source are in relative motion.  The classic example given for the Doppler effect involves an 
ambulance emitting a siren.  As the ambulance approaches an observer, the siren is shifted to a 
higher frequency because the waves are emitted closer together due to the relative motion.  As it 
departs the relative motion has the opposite effect and the siren is shifted to a lower frequency.  In 
this work, the Doppler Effect is relevant as a FF emits γ rays while “in flight”, i.e. it is in relative 
motion with the γ-ray detectors.   
 The detected energy (Eγ) of a γ ray emitted by a recoiling nucleus is described by Equation 




Here oE  is the energy of the γ ray in the moving rest frame, β is the (constant) recoil velocity 
expressed as a fraction of the speed of light, and θ is the γ-ray emission angle relative to the recoil 
direction (fission axis).  The angular dependence of the Doppler correction has no effect at θ=±90° 









 Further inspection of Equation (2-32) leads to a concept known as Doppler broadening.  
The accuracy of the Doppler correction is dependent upon “knowing” both β and θ.  There are 
several effects to be considered: the material-thickness effect, the finite opening-angle effect, and the 
aberration effect.  The latter two considerations are discussed in Section 3.3.  The material thickness 
effect, here the intended effect of the backing, adds a time dependence to β [β→β(t)].  The moving 
nucleus of interest is slowing down in the backing; the effect due to the thickness of the 252Cf source 
is negligible.  During the slowing-down process, the velocity of the recoil reduces from the initial 
value β=β0 to β=0 (nucleus completely stopped).  Accordingly, the Doppler shift 0 EE  is a 
function of time.  If the excited states of the recoiling nuclei decay during the slowing-down process 
the γ-ray lines are Doppler broadened, and the broadening is sensitive to the lifetime of the decaying 
state.   
 The DSAM measurement requires that the excited-state lifetimes being measured are of the 
same order as the stopping time of the recoil in the backing.  If the lifetime is long compared to that 
time then the nucleus will be stopped and is seen to emit a γ ray with 0E .  If the lifetime is short 
compared to that time then the γ ray will be fully shifted since β=β0.  In these situations, there is no 
lineshape information and they represent the limits of the DSAM method.  For excited-state 
lifetimes between the limits, the lineshape obtained is sensitive to the lifetime.  The lineshape 
inherits an angular dependence from Equation (2-32) and sketched examples of lineshapes are 
shown in Figure 2-11.   
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Figure 2-11: Principle of a DSAM setup and schematic display of γ-ray lineshapes at representative 
forward (θ=60°), backward (θ=120°), and 90° angles of detectors with respect to the direction of the 
moving γ-ray emitter.  For the spectrum at θ=60°, the lineshapes for a lifetime τ=τ> and a lifetime τ<<τ> are sketched. 
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 Extracting lifetime information from a lineshape requires an understanding of how the recoil 
stops in the backing.  β(t) is dependent upon the initial velocity β0 and the stopping power of the 




where dxdE  is the stopping power of the backing material, M is the mass of the recoiling nucleus, 
and dtdv  is the change in velocity of the recoiling nucleus as a function of time.  It is illustrative to 




The time dependence of the stopping power has been made explicit, i.e. it changes as the recoil 
slows. 
 The number of recoils that decay at each β(t) is determined by solving the Bateman 
equations, a procedure that has been widely discussed in the literature e.g. in Reference 35.  Bateman 
developed a method for setting up differential equations to determine the population of a state as a 
function of time from the initial population of states and the lifetimes of those states.  The method 
is designed to handle more complicated growth and decay problems than the simple case of an initial 
state decaying to a “daughter” state introduced in Equation (2-18) of Section 2.3.3.  The general 














Nk(t) is the number of recoils that populate state k, N0 is the number of recoils that populate the 
initial state [N0=N1(t=0)] , and τi is the lifetime of a state i.  The initial population of states that feed 
the state of interest is constructed through a model.  Additional considerations such as side feeding, 
branching ratios, and internal conversion are included to obtain a more precise solution.  The 
correction for internal conversion in the case of a Mo or Ru nucleus a typical E2 transition of 600 
keV as analyzed in this work is negligible (of the order of 0.2%).   
 A lineshape represents the number of recoils that decay as a function of the γ-ray energy.  
Translating the lineshape into an excited-state lifetime requires simulating the convolution of β(t) 
with the number of recoils that decay during each time step.  A code developed by Wells and 
Johnson was used to accomplish this 36.  For further details on the simulation, see Section 4.3.            
      Details on the determination of the stopping power follow.  There are two types of 
stopping: electronic and nuclear.  Electronic stopping results from the Coulomb interaction between 
the recoiling ion and electrons in the backing.  Nuclear stopping results from the collision of a 
recoiling nucleus with other nuclei in the backing.  The stopping power for heavy ions can be 
roughly divided into three velocity regions: “low” (β<0.005) where nuclear stopping dominates, 
“high” (β>0.02) where electronic stopping dominates, and “intermediate” (β~0.005-0.02) where 
there is competition between the two.  The recoiling ion has a large number of collisions with 































nucleus collisions.  The higher energy loss associated with such collisions results in larger deflections 
to the recoil's trajectory.      
 At “low” to “intermediate” velocity direct measurement of the stopping power is difficult so 
there is a strong reliance on theory, specifically Lindhard theory 39 and its later refinements by 
Blaugrund 40.  Lindhard theory defines the stopping power in terms of the dimensionless energy 
and range parameters ε and p 28.  The stopping power is separated into nuclear and electronic 
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where kinetic energy, atomic number, and mass of the stopping recoil are respectively E, Z1, and M1.  
The density (atoms/cm3), atomic number, and mass of the backing are respectively N, Z2, and M2.  
The range of the ion, the Bohr radius, and the screening parameter are respectively R, a0, and a, 
where a=[0.8853a0(Z12/3+Z22/3)-1/2].  For further details on determining the nuclear and electronic 
components see Reference 28. 
 At “high” velocity, where electronic stopping is dominant, direct measurements can be made 
and empirical models based on experiment can be used.  Much of the original work developing the 
stopping power tables in the “high” velocity region was done by Northcliffe and Schilling 41 and 
Ziegler and Chu 42.  The code for Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)43 has widespread 
use.  It calculates a nuclear stopping component based upon theory and an electronic component 

















 A schematic for the setup of a plunger experiment can be found in Figure 2-12.  A plunger 
apparatus essentially consists of a target or source and a stopper or degrader that can be moved with 
respect to each other.  A recoil nucleus travels through vacuum from the source/target to the 
stopper/degrader.  The lower-limit to a lifetime measured with this method is determined by the 
smallest measurable distance (d) between the stopper/degrader and the source/target.   
 Unlike in a DSAM experiment, the nuclei of interest travel in vacuum before they are 
brought to rest in the stopper.  Accordingly, two peaks are obtained from the decay: a fully Doppler-
shifted peak and a “stopped” peak.  In the case of a degrader, the position of the corresponding 
peak is also considerably different from the position of the shifted peak.  In the following discussion 
only a stopper is considered. 
 The method relies upon measuring, for a particular state, the ratio of the number of recoiling 
nuclei that decay in the stopper/degrader versus the total number of nuclei as a function of d.  The 
total is found by determining the number that decay in flight and summing it with those that decay 
in the stopper/degrader.     
 If a nuclear level is populated instantaneously and has a lifetime (τ), then the number of 
nuclei decaying before hitting the plunger (Is) is given by Equation (2-37).      
(2-37) 
 
The flight time (tf), equals d divided by the absolute velocity of the recoil (βc) and N0 is the total 
number of decaying nuclei.  The number of nuclei that decay in the stopper/degrader (I0) is given by 
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The slope of the line produced by plotting the intensity ratio according to Equation (2-39) as a 
function of d on a log(y)/linear(x) scale will give the lifetime. 
 The overlap between the upper-limit lifetime for the DSAM approach (a few ps) and the 
lower-limit lifetime of the “plunger” method can be justified as follows.  Consider a recoil velocity 
β=0.045 and a corresponding absolute velocity of 13.5 μm/ps.  Limiting the closest distance, dmin, to 
13.5 μm, which is realistic, translates into a lower-limit lifetime of 1 ps.  If such a short distance 
cannot be measured, the sensitivity limit shifts towards longer lifetimes.  In conclusion, the distance 
measurement is crucial for the sensitivity of the “plunger” method at this limit (no shifted peak).  
The upper-limit lifetime of the “plunger” method corresponds, in principle, to an absence of an 
unshifted peak or the need of a ridiculously large value for d.  Then, however, electronic-timing 
methods become available.  
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Figure 2-12: Schematic of a plunger setup for a recoil-distance Doppler-shift measurement.  For the 
sake of the argument, only a “forward” detector is considered.  The distance d between 
source/target and stopper/degrader must be varied.  The recoil can be either a FF from a fission 
source or a residue from a reaction using an accelerator beam and a target. 
 
2.5 Interaction of Radiation with Matter 
 As discussed in Section 2.2, the fission of 252Cf releases FF’s which are ionized, γ rays, and 
neutrons.  The neutrons are not detected in the present experiment.  The interactions discussed are 
those relevant for the detection of γ rays and charged particles.  The former are detected in the 
HPGe crystals of Gammasphere, the latter in a fast-plastic scintillator array, called Hercules, which is 
described in Chapter 3.  The combination of these detectors provides an efficient way to select a FF 
(a nucleus) and perform DSAM lifetime measurements for the nucleus of interest.      
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2.5.1 Photon Interactions with HPGe Crystals 
 A γ ray can interact with matter such as a HPGe crystal through three different processes: 
the photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, and pair production.  In the photoelectric 
process, an atomic electron absorbs the entire energy of the photon and an electron is jettisoned 
from the atom.  In the case of Compton scattering, the electron only absorbs part of the photon’s 
energy and this results in a lower-energy outgoing photon that may or may not be observed, and a 
scattered electron.  Pair production requires that the photon’s energy is at least twice the rest mass 
of an electron (1.022 MeV), and means that a photon interacts with the nucleus and produces an 
electron-positron pair.  The positron typically annihilates within a few hundred picoseconds 44, 
producing two 511 keV photons.  If all of a photon’s energy is deposited in the HPGe the 
photopeak energy is recovered.  If the photon interacts with the HPGe and then scatters out of the 
crystal, an incomplete energy is recovered that increases the background.  To reduce this 
background it is prudent to veto the γ-ray hit recorded in the HPGe crystal that scatters out of the 
crystal.  This leads to the concepts of a Compton-suppression shield. 
 The cross sections for the photoelectric, Compton scattering, and pair production processes 
within a HPGe crystal are shown in Figure 2-13.  The interaction cross section is a function of the 
photon energy and the atomic number (Z) of the absorber (HPGe crystal).  The photoelectric 
process dominates below ~100 keV, Compton scattering around ~800 keV, and pair production 
above 3 MeV.  The γ-ray transitions studied in this work cover a range of 180 to 1100 keV.  Pair 
production is negligible in the present context.         
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Figure 2-13:  The interaction cross sections for the photoelectric, Compton scattering, and pair 
production processes as a function of γ-ray energy in a HPGe crystal.  The figure is reproduced 
from Reference 45. 
 
 The total photopeak efficiency of a detector array is expressed as the product of the number 
of detectors (N), the solid angle covered by each detector (Ω), and the fraction of γ rays that deposit 
their entire energy in the detector (єP).  Gammasphere has a total photopeak efficiency (NΩєp) of 
~10% for a 1.3 MeV γ ray.     
 The quality of the a γ-ray spectrum can be described by the peak to total (P/T) ratio, the 
number of counts in the peak divided by the total counts in the spectrum.  The P/T ratio can be 











 Here єP once again is the fraction of γ rays hitting the detector that deposit their full energy.  The 
quantity єC is the fraction that Compton scatter and deposit only part of their energy.  The quantity 
R is the so-called background reduction factor determined by a Compton-suppression shield.  In the 
present work the Gammasphere array has been used (see Sec. 3-3).  In an effort to maximize the єP 
fraction, the Gammasphere detectors were made with the largest HPGe crystals available at the time 
of construction, i.e. 8.0 cm x 7.1 cm diameter cylinders.  As much of the remaining space as possible 
was given to the Compton-suppression shield to maximize the R factor.  The use of a bismuth 
germanate suppression shield leads to a P/T of 0.6 as compared to 0.25 without suppression for a 
1.3 MeV γ ray 46.     
 The resolution of the photopeak is also of importance when discussing the quality of a γ-ray 
spectrum.  The resolution is expressed as the full width of the peak at half its maximum height 
(FWHM).  A HPGe detector typically has a resolution (FWHM) of 2.1 keV at 1.3 MeV 47. 
 
2.5.2 Charged Particle Interactions with Plastic Scintillators   
 As a charged particle moves through a plastic scintillator atomic and molecular excitations 
occur which cause the subsequent emission of visible light.  The transfer of energy from the kinetic 
energy of the moving particle to these atomic and molecular excitations is responsible for the energy 
loss.  A photo-multiplier tube coupled to the scintillator converts this light to an electrical signal and 
then amplifies it.  The resultant electrical pulse is proportional to the kinetic energy of the charged 
particle.  It also carries timing information. 
 The plastic scintillator used for the charged particle identification is polyvinyltoluene.  Its 
typical elemental composition is according to Saint Gobain-Bicron: 4.73 x 1022 C atoms/cc, 5.24 x 
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1022 H atoms/cc, 3.50 x 1019 N atoms/cc, and 1.70 x 109 O atoms/cc (scintillator BC-498) 48.  The 
peak wavelength is in the 410-440 nm range.  The scintillator light output is reasonably high 
(typically 25-30% NaI), and the scintillator has a short, 2.4 ns decay constant.  The fast timing allows 
for the measurement of an accurate time of flight (ToF) measurement.  The low density and 
relatively small atomic number lead to poor energy resolution.  This resolution is still sufficient to 
separate the light fragment (LF) from the heavy fragment (HF) on a map of the ToF versus the 
pulse height, see Section 4.2.  An example of the pulse height separation for a thin (0.97 mg/cm2) 
fast plastic scintillator when commissioning Hercules is shown in Figure 2-14.    
 
Figure 2-14: ToF vs. pulse height of LF and HF from a 252Cf fission source.  The fast plastic 
scintillator had a thickness of 0.97 mg/cm2.  The different dE/dx between the LF and HF was 
enough to separate the groups.  Einc and <Eabs> represent the incident and average absorbed 
energies.  The figure is reproduced from Reference 49.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Setup 
3.1 Overview  
 The experiment, upon which this work is based, was performed at the Gammasphere 
location at the ATLAS accelerator site at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).  The nuclei studied 
are FFs of a 252Cf fission source.  The 252Cf source described in Section 3.2 was positioned in the 
center of Gammasphere.  This 4π array of nominally 108 Compton-suppressed high purity 
germanium (HPGe) γ-ray detectors 46, 47 is described in Section 3.3.  The Gammasphere detectors 
are arranged into has 17 rings.  The numbering for the rings starts at what would be considered the 
most forward position in an experiment using an accelerator beam.  The first two rings of 
Gammasphere, which contain 10 detectors total were removed to make room for Hercules.  
Hercules is a 64 element fast-plastic detection device, see Section 3.4.  Hercules was designed to 
detect residue nuclei from fusion-evaporation reactions 49, where a target foil is hit by an accelerator 
beam of projectiles with sufficiently high energy (to overcome the Coulomb barrier).  Due to the 
kinematics in such reactions the residue nuclei are “forward peaked”, i.e., they are spread out in a 
cone around the beam axis with a rather narrow angular range.  As suggested in Sec. 2.4 of 
Reference 49, Hercules can also be used as a FF detector.  It is particularly useful in a DSAM 
experiment, like the present one, as it helps to define the fission axis.  Figure 3-1 illustrates the 
arrangement of the 252Cf source, Hercules, and Gammasphere during the experiment.  
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Figure 3-1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup.  The 252Cf source is mounted on the 
Pt backing placed in the center of Gammasphere and oriented to face Hercules.  Only the fragment 
hitting Hercules is indicated, the partner fragment is stopping in the Pt backing.  The CsF detector is 
for monitoring purposes (see Section 4.1.1).   
   
3.2 252Cf Source Arrangement  
 The 252Cf source used in the experiment was fabricated at the High Flux Isotope Reactor at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and then shipped to ANL.  The source material was made in the 
reactor by starting with 239Pu and using the neutron-capture and beta-decay processes to finally 
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produce a sufficient quantity of 252Cf.  Figure 3-2 shows the scheme by which this is accomplished 
50.   
 
Figure 3-2: The production of 252Cf according to Reference 50.  The arrows indicate the capture and 
decay processes explained in the legend.  The intermediate products differ in the vertical direction by 
one unit of atomic number and in the horizontal by one unit of neutron number. 
 
Table 3-1: The initial isotopic  mass distribution for the 252Cf source used in this experiment (labeled 
10R13Cf Electrodeposition).  The atomic and weight percentage values have decayed six months by 
the start of the experiment.  
Isotope t1/2 (yrs)  Atom % Weight % 
249Cf 351  12.78 12.68 
250Cf 13.08  23.04 22.94 
251Cf 898  9.83 9.83 
252Cf 2.654 54.35 54.55 
    
 The 252Cf source had an α activity of 228μCi at the start of the experiment.  252Cf has a half-
life of 2.646 years and is unstable to both α emission and spontaneous fission: 96.9% of the decays 
result in α emission (6.217 MeV) and 3.1% spontaneous fission 51.  The short half life, combined 
with the strength of the fission branch, gives 252Cf a specific activity of 536 Ci/g for spontaneous 
fission.  Other spontaneous fission sources, most notably 248Cm (t1/2=3.5·105 yr), could be used, but 
of the sources available none have as high a specific activity for spontaneous fission as 252Cf.  This 
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allows 252Cf sources to be thinner and therefore minimize collisions between FFs and the source 
material.   
 As indicated in Table 3-1, the source is not a pure one.  The source will continue to be 
referred to as a 252Cf source, since the contaminants are longer lived than 252Cf.  
 Figure 3-3 illustrates the source arrangement.  The 252Cf material was electro-deposited on a 
0.204 mm thick platinum disk of 16 mm diameter.  The active spot of the material has a diameter of 
6 mm.  The source is covered with a thin Au foil (243 μg/cm2).  This prevents 252Cf atoms, which 
have not yet decayed, from migrating into the surrounding vacuum chamber if they receive enough 
energy from a collision with a FF or α particle to leave the surface of the source.  The spacing 
between the Pt disk and the Au foil was ~2 mm.  The Pt disk was mounted in an Al frame.  The 
frame was part of a source holder, which was then mounted inside a vacuum chamber, in the center 
of Gammasphere, with the Au-foil side facing the Hercules detectors.   
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Figure 3-3: Sketch of the 252Cf source arrangement.  The source is mounted on a Pt disk.  The source 
is facing towards Hercules.  The Au foil stops only loose 252Cf atoms.  DSAM analysis is performed 
on the FFs stopping in the Pt backing.  RIV g-factor analysis is performed on the FFs recoiling into 
vacuum to be detected by Hercules.   
  
3.3 Gammasphere 
 Gammasphere is an array of 108 Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors for γ detection; see 
Figure 3-4.  The cylindrical HPGe crystals are approximately 7.1 cm in diameter and 8 cm in length.  
Their front faces are located 25.4 cm from the target position (in this case the source position); 
giving them an opening angle of 7.4° (half angle).  Of the 7 bismuth germanate (BGO) crystals 
surrounding each HPGe crystal and acting as a Compton-suppression shield, 6 are arranged in a 
hexagonal structure around the HPGe crystal and the seventh is located behind it (see Figure 3-5).  
For a detailed discussion of the performance and characteristics of this device, see References 46 and 
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47.  In the present experiment the face of each HPGe detector was covered with 0.05 mm of Ta and 
0.25 mm of Cu to absorb low-energy x-rays (<50 keV) and dedicate the detector to counting the 
higher-energy γ-transitions of interest.  In the Gammasphere array about one half of the solid angle 
is taken up by the HPGe detectors and the other half by the BGO shields.  As mentioned in Sec. 
3.1, two rings of Gammasphere were removed (10 detectors).  
 The concept of a Compton-suppression shield has been introduced is Section 2.5.1.  To 
prevent false vetoes for such a suppression, the BGO detectors are shielded from direct γ rays by a 
tungsten alloy known as hevimet (93 wt % W, 4 wt % Ni, and 3 wt % Cu).  
   
Figure 3-4: Photograph of Gammasphere with the author.  Gammasphere has two hemispheres.  
These are open here to allow access to the detectors and the target position.  The BGO Compton 
suppressors and the liquid-nitrogen filled dewars for cooling the HPGe detectors are recognizable.  
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Figure 3-5:  The modus operandi of Gammasphere.  The HPGe detectors, their surrounding BGO 
Compton-suppression shields, hevimet shields, electronics, liquid nitrogen cooling system, and the 
support structure for a so-called hemisphere are all displayed.  The γ rays illustrate a photoelectric 
interaction where all of the γ-ray’s energy is deposited in the HPGe crystal and two Compton-
scattering interactions where the BGO shield acts as a suppressor. 
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 The observed energies (Eγ) of the γ rays emitted by the moving FFs are Doppler shifted [see 
Equation (2-32)].  The LFs and HFs have average β values of 0.0461 and 0.0346 respectively 55.  
Due to their greater velocity, the LFs require a larger Doppler correction than the HFs.  The angular 
dependence of the Doppler correction has minimal impact at θ=90° and then increases as θ 
approaches 0° or 180°.  
 The Doppler effect does also degrade the γ-ray detector's energy resolution.  This effect is 
due to the fact that the opening angle of a γ-ray detector is non-zero.  The γ rays that strike the 
detector will have slightly different Doppler shifts depending upon where the strike occurs.  A 
schematic of the situation is provided in Figure 3-6.  The opening angle of the detector is Δθ.  The 
effect this has on the energy resolution (ΔE) of a detector is expressed by Equation  (3-1) 52. 
 (3-1) 
 
To minimize the Doppler broadening effect more than 1/2 of the Gammasphere detectors have 
longitudinally segmented outer electrodes.  By means of a position signal the detector opening angle 
(7.4° half angle) can be essentially reduced by a factor of two 53 (3.7° half angle).  The effect is 
largest at 90˚ with respect to the beam axis.  Hence preference for segmentation was given to those 











Figure 3-6: Schematic of the Doppler broadening scenario.  The opening angle and angle of γ 
emission relative to the fission axis, are labeled by Δθ and θ respectively. 
   
 
 The Lorentz transformation between the laboratory system (θlab) and the recoil's moving 
system (θr) gives rise to what is known as the aberration effect.  The relationship between the 
systems is described by Equation (3-2) 28. 
     (3-2) 
 
This results in a small change in the angle itself, but more importantly, it changes the effective solid 










Equation (3-3) 28.  Essentially, as β increases, those detectors forward of the direction of motion 
become “larger” and any measured angular distribution will be forward focused.    
 
(3-3) 
       
3.4 Hercules 
 The 64 elements of the Hercules device are arranged in 4 rings, see Table 3-2.  Each element 
is located 23.2 cm from the 252Cf source and has an arc-type shape.  They cover angles θ =4.1°-26.8° 
and φ=0°-360°.  Figure 3-7 shows a photograph of the array.      
Table 3-2: The geometry of Hercules.  Listed are the number of detectors in each ring, the angles 
subtended by each ring, and the solid angle coverage of the Hercules array.  The distance between 
the source and the detector array is 23.2 cm.   
Ring Detectors θ° in θ° out msr/det. msr/ring θ° avg 
1 8 4.1 9.6 8.99 71.9 6.85 
2 14 9.7 15.3 9.49 132.9 12.50 
3 18 15.5 21.2 10.80 194.4 18.35 
4 24 21.3 26.8 10.20 245.0 24.05 
  
 The fast-plastic scintillator foils are produced at Washington University using a product from 
Saint Gobain called Beta Paint (BC-498).  The plastic scintillator (polyvinyltoluene, see Section 2.5.2) 
is initially dissolved in xylene.  The scintillator material can then be spun as the solvent is evaporated 
to produce foils of various thicknesses 54.  In the present experiment, the surface density of the 
scintillators varies between 1.5 and 2.5 mg/cm2.  This corresponds to thicknesses of 13.5 to 22.5 
μm.  The average kinetic energy of a LF (e.g. 104Mo) is 103.77 MeV and that of a HF (e.g. 144Ba) is 
79.37 MeV 55.  The fragments will penetrate to a depth of 21.7 and 19.4 μm, respectively, in a 















The scintillator thicknesses were chosen to be rather thin, in order to have a small pulse-height 
signal for the α particle (ΔE signal).  In the thinner plastic, the FF pulse height is also a ΔE signal, in 
the thicker plastic, the pulse height represents the total energy of the FF.  Even a ΔE signal for the 
FFs is sufficient to identify them.  In order to increase their pulse height somewhat, the scintillators 
were covered with 150 μg/cm Al leaf.  This reflected the light towards the light guides (see below) 
and increased the pulse height.            
 The fast plastic scintillator emits light mainly in the visible range.  The scintillators are 
coupled to 1.42-cm-thick UV-transparent Lucite light guides (arc-type shape).  The light guides are 
coupled to photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu R1450) that are potted in 0.5-mm-thick μ-metal 
magnetic shields with an outside diameter of 2.012 cm.  The tubes are then connected to voltage 
dividers encased in 1.0-mm-thick Al cylinders with an outside diameter of 1.91 cm.  The light guides 
pass through an Al vacuum-sealed plate.  This allows the heat from the divider chains to be 




Figure 3-7: Photograph of the Hercules array as seen from the 252Cf source position.  Note that 
during the experiment the plastic scintillators were covered with Al leaf (see text).  
 
 At 23.2 cm from the source, Hercules has solid angle coverage of 4.9% of 4π.  Conservation 
of momentum demands that the LF and HF are emitted in opposite directions.  This boosts the 
number of fission events detected by Hercules to 9.8%.  Fission is isotropic.  The FF do not have a 
forward peaked angular distribution like the residues in a beam-induced reaction have.  The value of 
Hercules for a source experiment is the ability to determine the fission axis on an event-by-event 





3.5 Experimental Conditions 
 The purpose of this section is to describe the conditions for taking data and the parameters 
measured with Gammasphere and Hercules.  The trigger for an event, i.e. a minimum coincidence 
requirement to be satisfied, was Hercules detecting a FF and Gammasphere detecting four “clean” γ 
rays.  A “clean” γ ray deposits its entire energy into the HPGe crystal whereas a “dirty” γ ray 
Compton scatters some of its energy into the surrounding BGO.  A “clean” BGO γ ray deposits 
energy in the BGO, but not the HPGe crystal.  Before going into details, the following terms have 
to be introduced. 
 
Gammasphere Pre-Trigger:  This is the first level of triggering this array, where a minimum coincidence 
requirement of “dirty” HPGe detectors is examined.  The time window is 200-800 μsec.  In the 
present experiment the number of “dirty” HPGe detectors required was 4. 
 
Gammasphere Master Trigger:  This is the second level of triggering this array, where a minimum 
coincidence requirement of “clean” HPGe detectors is examined.  The time window was chosen to 
be 1 μsec and, as already mentioned, the minimum number of “clean” HPGe detectors was 4. 
 
Gammasphere Late Trigger:  This is the third level of triggering this array, where the pileup status of 
each HPGe detector is checked and the possibility that more than one γ ray was absorbed by a single 
detector can be excluded.  For this check, 6 μsec are spent.  A pileup of 6% is considered to be 
acceptable which is obtained for a count rate of 10kHz per detector.     
 
Prompt (or delayed) External Trigger for Gammasphere:  This is an additional option for triggering 
Gammasphere.  In the present experiment an external trigger was created based on an overlap 
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coincidence between the Gammasphere Master Trigger (narrower logic signal) and a so-called 
Hercules OR signal (wider signal).  This overlap signal is called the AND signal for further 
reference.  The AND signal served several purposes, including the need of a reference for the HPGe 
trigger-time parameter (so-called TAC1 spectrum) and the Hercules time of flight (ToF) parameter 
(see below). 
 If all these conditions are met, the event is accepted and the parameters will be read out.  
Otherwise, the acquisition is reset.  A detail of the present experiment is the use of a CsF detector, a 
fast-timing detector for γ rays.  This detector was used as a replacement for the accelerator radio-
frequency signal in an “in-beam” experiment in the following sense.  It helped to monitor and adjust 
the HPGe timing measurement in case of a drift (so-called TAC2 spectrum).   
 Gammasphere was pushed to its limit, with each HPGe detector counting at ~10 kHz.  At 
the correspondingly high event rates, data losses from computer dead time become a concern.  To 
mediate this, the trigger condition for Gammasphere was the aforementioned four “clean” γ rays.  
In addition, HERUCLES was part of the trigger requirement.  The typical triggering rates during the 
experiment follow: 25 kHz were pre-triggers (i.e. 4 or more “dirty” γ rays + Hercules), an additional 
1.9 kHz pre-triggers were lost to dead time and pileup, and 6.3 kHz of the pre-triggers meet the 
stricter requirement of the master trigger (i.e. 4 or more “clean” γ rays).   
 An energy threshold was set for each Hercules detector element to reduce those events 
where an α particle hits the detector and not a FF.  Rates of 22 kHz (FF) and 368 kHz (α particles) 
were expected.  Notice that the number of pre-triggers was higher than the expected number of FF; 
this was from a small fraction of the α particles overcoming the energy threshold and triggering 
Hercules.  Additionally, there can be random coincidences between α particles and the FF.   
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 The measured parameters are described hereafter.  Gammasphere measures/records the 
times and energies of all the γ rays passing the coincidence overlap with the trigger (1 μs) and the 
detectors that are hit.  The single CsF detector provides a standard reference point to align the times 
of the individual Gammasphere HPGe detectors; its timing signal is read out as well.  Hercules 
measures/records the ToF and energy, for each FF (and α particle) it detects.  These parameters, 
along with the position information from the Gammasphere detector and Hercules element hit, can 
be combined to ultimately yield high quality angle sorted spectra (primarily for DSAM lifetime 
measurements).  A map of how the parameters are combined is provided in Figure 3-8. 
 The ToF of the FF detected in Hercules is measured.  The start for the ToF measurement is 
the AND signal.  The resolution of the start is improved in the offline analysis by taking a weighted 
average of the times of all the γ rays detected in an event (see Chapter 4).  The stop for the ToF 
measurement is the detection of the FF in Hercules.  Based on the distance between Hercules and 
the fission source the ToF can be translated into fragment velocity.  
 The fission axis is constructed from the line between the Hercules element hit and the 
source location.  The γ-ray angular position is determined with respect to the direction the FF is 




Figure 3-8:  The top row contains the parameters entering the data stream (except the right most).  
The parameters in blue boxes are from Gammasphere, the green from Hercules, the red from the 
CsF (through the TAC2 output).  The remaining one in the orange box is the source position 
(needed for the analysis).  The arrows illustrate how the different parameters are combined to 
ultimately measure a DSAM lifetime (see Chapter 4) or a RIV g-factor (see Appendix C).       
                 
 The statistics of the experiment are discussed hereafter.  A precursor experiment to the 
experiment upon which this work is based was conducted about 4 years earlier (called 2006 data).  
For the DSAM analysis the current and the 2006 data are combined.  The current experiment ran 
for a period of 18 days.  During this period a total of 2.1·109 events were recorded.  The 2006 
experiment ran for a period of 12 days with a 110 μCi 252Cf source.  During this period a total of 
6.2·108 events were recorded but with different trigger requirements.  At that time, the detection of a 
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FF in Hercules and a γ-event in an array of CsF detectors (used to provide the start for the ToF 
measurement), and three “clean” γ rays in Gammasphere was required. 
 The current experiment recorded 3.4 times more events than the 2006 experiment.  The 
required fourfold γ-event, is equivalent to four times the statistics of a threefold γ-event.  Hence, the 




Chapter 4: Data Analysis  
4.1 Data Handling 
 After the trigger conditions have been met (see Sec. 3.5), the signals from both 
Gammasphere and Hercules are digitized and output into the data stream (see Appendix C).  Only 
95 of the 98 Gammasphere detectors were used in the analysis.  Three malfunctioned and were not 
recoverable.  Of the 64 detectors of Hercules only 59 were used in the analysis, 2 were damaged 
during assembly, and the other 3 malfunctioned.   
4.1.1 γ-Ray Calibrations 
Time Alignment:  First, an initial alignment was produced from a fraction of the data.  Here the 
centroids of the time spectra of the individual HPGe detectors were measured and aligned to 
channel 2000.  Then a dynamic self-correction was applied to each HPGe detector while the data 
were being scanned.  Blocks of 10,000 “clean” γ rays that hit a detector were added together and an 
average time value was produced.  That value was subtracted from 2000 to determine the dynamic 
self-correction for that detector.  This correction was applied to the next 10,000 “clean” γ rays to re-
center the spectrum on channel 2000.  To avoid overcompensating with the correction, the actual 
correction applied was half the dynamic shift correction value.  This process of averaging and re-
centering continued for the remainder of the data. 
 The self-correction ensures that every HPGe detector stays constant in time, but all 95 
detectors also need to be lined up relative to each other.  To accomplish this, the experiment 
included a CsF detector that provides a reference timing signal when a coincidence between any 
HPGe detector and the CsF detector is recorded.  Due to the small solid angle covered by the CsF, 
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this correction is made less than 2% of the time.  When a CsF-HPGe coincidence does occur, the 
two times are properly gain matched with their offsets removed and the correction needed to align 
the HPGe time with the CsF is determined.  This provides a final shift to line up the HPGe times 
relative to each other.  Again, to avoid overcompensating, the actual correction applied is half the 
final shift value.   
 
Timing Resolution:  The trigger requires four “clean” HPGe hits.  The timing information for both the 
“clean” and “dirty” HPGe hits are recorded at the detector’s timing resolution (FWHM) of 4-5 ns 
56.  If a “clean” BGO hit occurs it is written out at the BGO timing resolution (FWHM) of ~10 ns 
(literature values range from 7.2 to 12.7 ns 57).  The CsF detector has a timing resolution (FWHM) 
of <1 ns 58.  Each of the “clean” HPGe, “dirty” HPGe, and “clean” BGO hits provide an 
independent start signal for the Hercules ToF measurement.  By averaging the γ-ray times the 
resolution can be improved by the square root of the number n of the γ rays recorded; the standard 
error is equal to σ/√n.  The worst case is that only four “clean” γ rays are recorded, and the 
resolution (FWHM) improves from 5 ns to 2.5 ns.  There are better cases, however. 
 To account for the different timing resolutions of the HPGe, BGO, and CsF detector, each 
γ-ray time in the average is assigned a weight factor reported in Table 4-1.  The choices of the weight 
factors are motivated by the timing-resolution values reported in the literature, except for the item 
“dirty” HPGe.  Here it is assumed that the hit of the Ge crystal is on average more peripheral than 
in the case of “clean” HPGe hits and, thus, the travelling distance of the charge carriers to the 
central (charge collecting) electrode is longer.  The timing resolution is therefore somewhat less than 
in the “clean” case and the weight factor has been chosen accordingly.  In an attempt to prevent 
outliers from shifting the weighted average, the times of the γ rays were filtered to remove such γ 
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rays.  Table 4-2 reports the limits applied in the filter.  The time gates are asymmetric around 
channel 2000 because of the shape of the peak.  
 
Table 4-1: The timing resolution (FWHM) according to the literature or an argument presented in 
the text and the weight factors used for the HPGe, BGO, and CsF timing measurements.  
 Timing Resolution (FWHM) Weight Factor 
CsF <1ns x4 
“Clean” HPGe 4-5ns x2 
“Dirty” HPGe >5ns x1 
“Clean” BGO ~10ns x1 
      
Table 4-2: The conditions to prevent outliers from skewing the weighted average of the timing 
measurements. 
 Min Time (chan) Max Time (chan) 
“Clean” HPGe 1985 2012 
“Dirty” HPGe 1985 2012 
“Clean” BGO 1985 2012 
 
Energy Calibration:  The Gammasphere detectors were calibrated with two γ-ray sources: 152Eu and 
243Am.  The energy and relative intensity of their γ rays are listed in Table 4-3.  The 152Eu source 
provides calibration from 122 to 1408 keV, the 243Am source from 75 to 334 keV.  Data was 
collected for several hours with each of the calibration sources in the center of Gammasphere.  The 
calibration data were sorted into one-dimensional histograms, one for each Gammasphere detector.  
A Gaussian fit was applied to the peaks to determine their centroids.  The energy calibration was 
then generated from a comparison of the measured centroids to the known energies of the 
calibration sources.  The relative intensities in the table were considered for the efficiency 
calibration, see Section 4.1.3. 
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Table 4-3: The transition energies (Eγ), relative intensities (I), and respective errors (ΔEγ and ΔI) of 
the 152Eu and 243Am calibration sources.  The values of the calibration standards are taken from a 
library of the Radware software 59.   
152Eu     243Am    
Eγ ΔEγ I ΔI  Eγ ΔEγ I ΔI 
121.7817 0.0003 13607 62  74.6600 0.0200 6800 200 
244.6975 0.0008 3612 19  99.5300 0.0200 1280 40 
295.9390 0.0080 211 5  103.7400 0.0200 2040 60 
344.2785 0.0013 12743 53  106.1200 .0200 2640 80 
367.7890 0.0050 405 8  209.7400 .0200 330 10 
411.1165 0.0013 1073 5  228.1600 .0200 1120 30 
443.9760 0.0050 1480 20  277.5800 .0200 1450 40 
488.6610 0.0390 195 2  315.8600 .0200 160 5 
564.0210 0.0080 236 5  334.2900 .0200 206 6 
688.6780 0.0060 400 8      
778.9045 0.0024 6221 29      
867.3680 0.0040 2021 12      
964.1310 0.0090 6920 90      
1005.2790 0.0170 310 7      
1085.8360 0.0090 4859 24      
1089.7370 0.0050 830 4      
1112.0740 0.0040 6494 29      
1212.9480 0.0110 677 4      
1299.1400 0.0090 780 5      




4.1.2 Fission Fragment Calibrations 
Hercules Time Alignment:  A 2D contour map, plotting corrected values of Hercules ToF versus pulse 
height is shown in Figure 4-1.  Two groups are labeled in the figure, one for the HF and one for the 
LF.   
 
Figure 4-1:  Example map ToF versus pulse height for Hercules (detector 6).  The gating mask for 
the LF is shown in red and discussed in Section 4.2. 
 
At the flight distance and timing resolution used in this experiment the peaks in the ToF spectrum 
overlap.  This overlap can be seen in the raw ToF spectrum of Figure 4-2.  The approximate LF and 
HF peak positions are labeled.  The α-particle background forms a band across the spectrum at 
pulse height <60 channels.  This random background indicates that the α particles are not associated 




Figure 4-2: Sample raw ToF spectrum (Hercules detector number 6).  The approximate LF and HF 
positions are indicated.  The background indicated by a red line is due to α particles.           
 
 The ToF spectrum was corrected to prevent detectors from drifting.  An initial alignment 
was made for every Hercules element, and the centroid of the time distribution was put at channel 
500.  Then a dynamic timing correction was performed.  The correction required 8000 counts in a 
detector element before calculating a centroid value.  Hercules times above channel 750 and below 
channel 250 were filtered out to avoid biasing the centroid calculation.  Once the centroid was 
calculated the appropriate shift to return the time peak to channel 500 in that element was 
determined.  To avoid overcorrection, that shift was divided in half.  The procedure was repeated, 
every time a Hercules element received 8000 counts. 
   
Hercules Pulse Height Alignment:  The Hercules pulse-height distribution contains an α, a HF, and a LF 
peak, an example is shown in Figure 4-3.  The α peak is used for an initial detector alignment (see 
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below) and then such events are filtered out of the data.  The fission of 252Cf makes ~200 MeV 
available to the HF and the LF.  The average HF energy is 79.37 MeV.  Due to conservation of 
momentum, the LF receives ~30% more energy than the HF.  The average LF energy is 103.77 
MeV 55.  In Hercules, the LF peak is broader and at higher pulse height than the HF peak. 
 The pulse-height spectrum was corrected to prevent detectors drifting.  An initial alignment 
is performed to place the α peak on channel 80.  The gain is also adjusted, by placing the centroid of 
the entire distribution at channel 400, and maintaining it with a dynamic correction.  Every time a 
Hercules element receives 10000 counts, the appropriate shift and gain modification to return the α 
peak and the centroid of the distribution to their appropriate channels is calculated.  Only half of the 
calculated dynamic correction is applied to avoid overcorrection.   
 
Figure 4-3: A sample pulse-height spectrum for Hercules: detector number 6 is displayed.  The 
locations of the LF, HF, and α peak are labeled.            
      
 Improving the Time of Flight Measurement:  As discussed in Section 3.5, the AND signal is determined by 
the narrow logic signal of the master trigger (MT).  The start signal, whether it be from the AND 
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signal or an average of the detected γ rays (see below), needs to be corrected for the time it takes a γ 
ray to travel from the source to the detector (~0.85 ns).   
 An energy scale for the pulse height measurement can be obtained by assuming 103.77 MeV 
and 79.37 MeV for the LF and HF peak, respectively.  A small correction of <0.5% is needed to 
account for the energy lost by the FF as it passes through the Au foil.  When the FF emits γ rays 
(promptly) it is traveling somewhat faster than it is when it hits Hercules.  The Au foil thickness will 
vary with the cosine of the angle between the fission axis and the normal on the Pt disk.  The dE/dx 
(stopping powers) for a representative LF (104Mo) and HF (144Ba) in Au are calculated using the code 
SRIM 43.  The dE/dx multiplied by the foil thickness gives the energy lost in the Au foil.  The effect 
of this correction is to lengthen the ToF.   
 Performing a time measurement means determining the time interval between two “events”.  
The start time has been adjusted by using the time difference between the master trigger (MT) and 
the weighted average of the individual HPGe, BGO, and CsF time measurements.  Using the weight 





where the i, j, and k represent the number of “clean” HPGe, “dirty” HPGe, and “clean” BGO γ rays 
detected respectively.  Depending upon whether the CsF detector is present, n is either 0 or 1.  The 
expression (4-1) will be symbolically expressed as (MT - AveT).  The initial ToF measurement is the 
time difference between Hercules (Stop) and the MT signal: (Stop - MT).  The improved ToF is the 
difference between the Stop signal and the averaged start time (Stop - AveT) and is constructed by 

































 Since every detector has a different gain (ns/ch), the recorded time values are to be 
converted from channels to ns before the ToF is calculated.  This is done by subtracting the offset 
and then multiplying by the corresponding gain listed in column 2 of Table 4-4.  The HPGe and 
BGO time gains were adopted from the preceding Gammasphere in-beam experiment.  The pulsed 
beam from the ATLAS accelerator has a well defined time structure of 82.5 ns (or a multiple of it), 
which provides a time calibration.  The time gain for the TAC2 data channel (here representing the 
CsF) was based on the previous in-beam run as well.  The Hercules time gains are determined from 
data taken with a certain amount of cable delay added to the start signal of the ToF measurement.  
The time peaks in this data set and in the “normal” data set (no cable delay) are offset, and the 
difference (in channels) divided by the known delay (in ns) provides the Hercules gains. 
   
Table 4-4: Time and energy gains for the HPGe, BGO, CsF, and Hercules detectors where 
applicable.  The starred values are averages of the measured individual detector gains. 
          Time Gains (ns/ch)  Energy Gains (keV/ch) 
HPGe 0.56* HPGe 1/3 
BGO 0.56* BGO 3 
CsF 0.5   
Hercules 0.1*   
 
 It is also necessary to know the offset to subtract.  The dynamic corrections place the 
centroid of the Hercules ToF spectrum at channel 500 and the Gammasphere time spectra at 
channel 2000.  The offset for the Hercules ToF spectrum was 0 and for the averaged start time 
2000.  These offsets produced a ToF spectrum that better separated the LF and HF, due to the 
improved resolution, and placed the centroid on channel 500 (~50 ns).  The average velocities for 
     .AveTStopMTStopAveTMTToF 
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the LF and HF from the literature 55, 1.383 and 1.036 cm/ns respectively, were used to calibrate the 
offset.  The velocities were averaged and converted to ToF; the offset was adjusted to place the 
centroid at 19.2 ns.   
4.1.3 Gammasphere Efficiency Calibration 
 The efficiency calibration helps to normalize every detector’s response to an incident γ ray.  
Differences in the response are possible and can be due to variations in detector size, counting rate, 
amount of radiation damage accrued, and mass of the material blocking the detector’s line of sight to 
the source of emission.  This response is described by the relative efficiency, the ratio of the 
measured relative intensity to the known relative intensity.  The energy dependence can be included 
by determining the relative efficiency of a detector at several γ-ray energies and fitting those values 
with a smooth function.  These efficiency curves are then used to correct the data.     
 Two different efficiency calibrations have been used.  The first calibration is based on data 
taken at the end of the run with 243Am and 152Eu sources (Table 4-3).  Notably, these sources were 
mounted on Pt disks to mirror the arrangement of the 252Cf source.  The second calibration is a sort 
of internal calibration using the 252Cf source.  This calibration is necessary because the efficiency of 
Gammasphere changed throughout the run.  Reasons for the change include variations in detector 
behavior at high count rates, gradual changes in detector response due to radiation damage, and 
temporary reductions of the detector efficiency (e.g. the detector is offline for brief periods due to 
maintenance).  
 The internal calibration provides the example efficiency curve shown in Figure 4-4.  It is 
produced, by summing the counts from the total γ-ray spectrum according to 20 keV wide bins and 
normalizing to the integrated bin with the most counts (most efficient detector).  The efficiency 
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curve correctly accounts for all the conditions present during the experiment.  It cannot be used to 
correct measurements involving γ rays of different energies.  However, when analyzing angle-sorted 
spectra, where a certain energy is considered and the measurement is a comparison of strength at 
different angles, the internal calibration is useful.  Figure 4-5 shows the number of counts detected 
as a function of detector number (i.e. a hit pattern) within a specified γ-energy range.  The left block 
of channels 11-108 represent Gammasphere detectors without an efficiency correction applied, the 
right one with the correction applied.     
        
      
Figure 4-4: An example efficiency curve for a Gammasphere detector (detector number 11).  This 
calibration is from the 252Cf source, see text.  Gaps in the data represent areas where excessive 
counts from neutron peaks or high yield FF have been removed to improve the overall fit.  The 






Figure 4-5:  Number of counts in each Gammasphere detector (11-108) within a specified energy 
range.  The left and right blocks represent the hit pattern without and with an efficiency correction 
applied.     
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 When producing angle-sorted γ-ray energy spectra, angular bins (15˚ wide) relative to the 
fission axis are used.  Each bin is assigned an efficiency generated from the sum of the efficiencies 
of the detectors of which it is comprised, weighted by the frequency with which counts from that 
detector are actually included in the bin.  The efficiency as a function of bin number will be referred 
to as the Gammasphere response function.  This function is generated by a Monte Carlo simulation.
 The simulation requires the input of a γ-ray energy.  The simulation then picks a Hercules 
detector (to define the fission axis), and a HPGe detector (and adjusts its angle according to the 
side-channel information if present).  Then the angle of the HPGe detector with respect the fission 
axis is calculated [using the directional cosine – see Equation (4-3)].  Finally the appropriate bin in 
which to add an efficiency weighted count at a given energy is selected.  After fifty million cycles, the 
simulation normalizes the result by five million (more counts than the strongest bin) and outputs the 
response function.     
  The detectors in each of the four rings of Hercules are different in size.  The simulation 
weights each Hercules detector picked by its surface area to account for this.  The Gammasphere 
detectors are all the same size and, thus, are equally weighted.  If the selected HPGe detector has 
side channel information, there are five ways to proceed: no correction, or an adjustment of the 
theta angle by +2.4°, -2.4°, +2.9°, or -2.9°.  Every detector has its own side-channel distribution.  In 
the simulation, an average distribution is used with the no correction option occurring for 12% of 
the events and the other four options each present in 22% of the events.  The simulation randomly 
selects a correction based on the preceding percentages.  This is done by picking a random number 
between 0 and 1, if that number is between (0 and 0.12) no correction is applied, between (0.12 and 
0.34) plus 2.4˚ is applied, between (0.34 and 0.56) minus 2.4˚ is applied, (0.56 and 0.78) plus 2.9˚ is 
applied, and finally between (0.78 and 1.00) minus 2.9˚ is applied.   
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 The angle (Ψ) of the Gammasphere detector relative to the Hercules segment hit is 
calculated according to (Eq. 4-5).  This requires the transformation of the angles θG and φG, defining 
each Gammasphere detector, into Cartesian coordinates Gx, Gy, and Gz, and the angles θH and φH, 




The transformation to Cartesian coordinates is done by means of Equations 4-6 and 4-7. 




The angle convention for Gammasphere is that φG=0˚ is at 6 o'clock while in the convention for 
Hercules φH=0˚ is at 12 o'clock.  This can be accounted for by adding 180˚ to φG.  For the DSAM 
analysis, the angle relative to the fission axis is ξ, the supplement of Ψ.     
 Figure 4-6 shows examples of the response function for the 2+→0+ (171.5 keV), 6+→4+ 
(511.0 keV), and 12+→10+ (896.7 keV) transitions of 106Mo.  At lower γ-ray energies the function is 
peaked at ξ>90°.  This is due to the reduced efficiency of the HPGe detectors for which the line of 
sight to the source is intercepted by the Pt backing.  The reduced efficiency for ξ>135° is due to the 
removal of detectors when making room for Hercules.  
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Figure 4-6: Examples of the Gammasphere response function in 106Mo.  The functions that apply for 
Eγ=171.5 keV (the 2+→0+ transition, blue), 511.0 keV (the 6+→4+ transition, red), and 896.7 keV 
(the 12+→10+ transition, green) are shown.  
 
4.2 Gating Considerations 
 The fission of 252Cf produces over 200 species of FFs with independent yields greater than 
0.1% 16.  The challenge is to suppress/reduce the data from the other FFs so that the γ-ray 
spectrum of the FF of interest can be studied.  This is accomplished by appropriate gating.   
 
Gating on FFs:  2D maps of ToF vs. pulse height are used to gate on either one of the FFs, see the 
example in Figure 4-1.  The color code, where “maximum” is red and “minimum” is purple, 
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represents the number of counts at a particular ToF vs. pulse height combination.  Masks are drawn, 
for the subsequent selection of the LF or HF.    
 The γ rays from both fragments are present in the same event.  The γ rays from the FF that 
hits Hercules require a Doppler correction, while the partner fragment that went into the Pt backing 
does not, see Table 4-5.  When the Doppler correction sharpens the lines of one fragment, it blurs 
the lines of the other.  This is exemplified by the LF spectrum of Figure 4-7.  Here a gate is applied 
on the HF and no Doppler correction is performed: this makes the γ-ray spectrum of the LF sharp 
and the HF blurred.  The issues of the gating procedure are discussed hereafter. 
     
 Table 4-5:  The LF/HF gating and Doppler correction combinations used for the DSAM and RIV 
measurements.  The latter are reported in Appendix C. 
Gate Doppler Cor. Used For Comment 
LF No HF DSAM The lines of the HF stopping in Pt are sharp. 
HF No LF DSAM The lines of the LF stopping in Pt are sharp. 
LF Yes LF RIV The lines of the LF recoiling in vacuum are sharp.
HF Yes HF RIV The lines of the HF recoiling in vacuum are sharp.
   
 Figure 4-7 compares the γ-ray spectra obtained when the same γ-ray gates, but different FF 
gates are applied to the data.  For the purpose of comparison, no Doppler correction is applied in 
any case (this also applies to the lines used as gating transitions).  The so-called LF spectrum is 
representative of a γ-ray spectrum used in the analysis.  The so-called HF-background spectrum 
displays the counts removed from the LF spectrum by the FF gate.  The so-called combined 
spectrum shows the resultant γ-ray spectrum if no FF gate is applied, it is the sum of the LF and 
HF-background spectra.  Clearly, the LF spectrum is cleaner than the so-called combined one: the 
peak to background ratio is larger for the former than for the latter.  By gating on the HF to produce 
the LF spectrum shown, random background coincidences are obviously removed.  The set of 
spectra in Figure 4.8 is in a sense the best-case example.  If weaker transitions are used as gating 
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transitions, the LF peaks are less intense and the peaks in the HF-background spectrum become 
comparatively stronger.           
 
Gating on γ Rays:  Isolating a specific FF for study requires γ-ray gating.  Gating on γ rays has been 
introduced above, especially in Figure 4-7.  Considerations of gate width, gating from “above” or 
“below”, and choosing the “fold” of the gate are discussed hereafter.  When gating from “above”, 
the gating transition is higher in the level scheme than the transition being measured.  When gating 
from “below”, the gating transitions are lower in the level scheme than the transition being 
measured.  Notably, a 252Cf fission produces a broad distribution with an average of ~9 γ rays split 
between the LF and HF 60. 
 In a compromise between collecting statistics and minimizing background, the typical gate 
width is slightly wider than the FWHM of the peak being gated upon (i.e. ±2.0 keV for an 800 keV γ 
ray with a 3 keV FWHM).  Variations are made to optimize, for example, a narrow gate is 
appropriate for a strong peak in a high-background region.  On the other hand, a weak peak in low 
background region would receive a wider gate. 
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Figure 4-7:  Set of spectra made by double gating on the 2+→0+ (171.5 keV) and 4+→2+ (350.7 keV) 
transitions in the ground-state band of 106Mo.  No Doppler correction is applied.  The top spectrum 
is the result of a gate on the HF.  The middle spectrum is the result of not applying a FF gate.  The 
bottom is the result of a gate on the LF and represents a background spectrum.                   
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 Figure 4-8 shows γ spectra for the 8+→6+ (641.8 keV) transition in the ground-state band of 
104Mo gated under different conditions.  The γ rays of the LF stopping in the Pt are sharp, as all 
spectra have been gated by a HF mask and no Doppler correction has been applied.  The spectra are 
“binned” at the ξ=120°.  The spectrum of panel A has the gating conditions: 192.2 keV ± 1.5 keV, 
2+→0+ ground-state transition (104Mo), and 368.5 keV ± 1.5 keV, 4+→2+ transition (104Mo).  The 
effect of the lifetime on the lineshape is visible on the low-energy side of the peak.  Two background 
peaks are present at higher energy.  This is the gating combination used in the DSAM analysis, the 
gates are narrow and from “below”.  This combination provides sufficient statistics and low enough 
background to perform lifetime measurements even for weak transitions.     
 Panel B illustrates the effect a gate from “above” with a narrow width has on the lineshape.  
The condition is: gating by 192.2 keV ± 1.5 keV, 2+→0+ ground-state transition (104Mo), and 733.6 
keV ± 1.5 keV, 10+→8+ transition (104Mo).  Gating from “above” forces the transition of interest to 
inherit the FF velocity distribution of the gating transition.  Gating from “below” makes no such 
restriction.  If the gate from “above” is narrow, it will preferentially select γ rays from mostly 
stopped FF over those that are still moving.   
 Panel C illustrates an option for gating from “above” without biasing the lineshape.  The 
condition for the spectrum is: double gating by 192.2 keV ± 1.5 keV, 2+→0+ ground-state transition 
(104Mo), and 733.6 keV ± 15 keV, 10+→8+ transition (104Mo).  By making such a gate wide enough 
the lineshape is restored, but more difficult to distinguish as the peak to background ratio is much 
lower. 
 A γ-ray double gate is found to be optimum for the gating procedure.  A triple gate 
drastically reduces the background, but costs roughly a factor of 10 in statistics.  If a single gate is 
used it can be readily assumed that one or more of the other FFs will share that same gate.  Panel D 
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shows the γ-ray spectrum created by a single gate of width 1.5 keV on the 192.2 keV, 2+→0+ 
ground-state transition of 104Mo.  Here the background is in general higher: with a single gate it is 
more likely that transitions in other FFs overlap with the gate and contaminate the spectrum.  For 
rather strong transitions (e.g. 10+→8+), one may consider using a γ-ray triple gate.  This proved 
unnecessary; the double-gated spectra were clean enough to produce satisfactory fits.   
 Other groups performing FF lifetime measurements used γ-ray triple gating 61, but did not 
have an orientation axis.  They had to sum over all angles, imbedding the contaminant peaks from 
the complementary fragments into their spectra.  In addition, when gating from “above” the gate 
must be made “wide” and include the entire tail of the Doppler shifted lineshape; otherwise the gate 
or the gate will bias the measurement.  The advantage of the present method is the ability to push up 
to higher-spin states inaccessible to other groups.  In the spin region where both methods overlap 
the results are consistent (see Chapter 5).              
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Figure 4-8:  Blow-up of spectra produced by different gating options focusing on the 8+→6+ (641.8 
keV) transition in the ground-state band of 104Mo.  Panel A: double gated from “below” (in the 
manner used for the analysis).  Panel B: double gated from “above”.  Panel C: double gated from 
“above” with a wide gate.  Panel D: single gated from “below”.         
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4.3 DSAM Lineshapes  
4.3.1 General Considerations  
 The DSAM is applicable to lifetimes comparable to the stopping time of the γ-ray emitter.  
The stopping time is simulated using the DECHIST routine of the analysis code, see Section 4.3.3.  
LF/HF particle gates and γ double gates are applied.  If several double gated spectra (gating from 
“below”) are available, they are summed to produce the input spectrum for the analysis code. 
 The 15˚ wide bins chosen to produce the γ-ray spectra for the analysis are centered around 
the ξ=90˚ position.  The decision to use 15˚ bins was made to balance having enough statistics for a 
precise measurement, with having narrow enough bins that the Doppler-shifted lineshapes do not 
blend and sacrifice the accuracy.  Only the bins around 45˚, 60˚, 75˚, 90˚, 105˚, 120˚, and 135˚ are 
considered.  With 59 Hercules and 96 Gammasphere detectors measurements at 5664 different 
angles were possible.  Table 4-6 shows the bin numbering convention, the number of angular 
combinations in each bin, and the mean angle for each bin.  Each bin is described by the median bin 
angles, but in the analysis the median angle is corrected to the mean value.  
In the present analysis the lifetimes are extracted from the lineshapes of three different 
angular bins.  Exceptions are made in a few cases where background peaks (see Section 4.3.4) 
obscure the lineshape for a majority of available angles.  The 90° bin (symmetric lineshape) aids in 
the identification of background peaks and provides a correct normalization for the spectra from the 
other bins (asymmetric lineshapes).  
 Figure 4-9 compares traditional DSAM analysis, as performed in this work, with a previous 
DSAM analysis where the fission axis is not determined.  Without the fission axis all angles are 
summed over and background peaks get averaged into the measurement.  
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Table 4-6:  The angular combinations obtained when combining the 59 Hercules and 96 
Gammasphere detectors.         
Median Bin Angle Bin Number Combinations Per Bin Mean Bin Angle 
3.75 1 0 NA 
15 2 31 18.195 
30 3 187 31.646 
45 4 436 45.689 
60 5 686 60.273 
75 6 766 75.066 
90 7 798 90.000 
105 8 769 104.926 
120 9 722 119.931 
135 10 596 134.883 
150 11 435 149.364 
165 12 212 163.894 
176.25 13 26 174.845 





Figure 4-9: Illustration of two different methods for a DSAM analysis of the 10+→8+ transition in 
the ground-state band of 108Mo.  In the upper figure 61, the fission axis is not known and all angles 
are summed over.  Thus, γ spectra that would contain angular information are not available.  In the 
lower figure (this work) the fission axis is known and angle dependent lineshapes are fit.  The red 
line represents the lineshape fit, the blue lines represent the fits to background peaks, and the black 
line represents a linear fitted background.  Like in Figure 4-7, no Doppler correction is applied.   
 
4.3.2 Side Feeding  
 To maximize statistics and measure the weakest transitions possible, the decision was made 
to gate from below, and estimate the side feeding with a model, depicted in Figure 4-10.  The side 
feeding is the contribution to the intensity of the transition that does not come from the in-band 
feeding transition.  The apparent or effective lifetime has contributions from both the intrinsic 
lifetime, the quantity of interest, and the cumulative feeding time from all the preceding states, see 
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the dotted lines in Figure 4-10.  The relationship between the lifetime, moment of inertia, and 
quadrupole moment for E2 transitions are described in Section 2.3.   
 For the in-band feeding intensity the program generates a set of rotational transitions with 
the same moment of inertia as the state of interest.  The in-band feeding lifetime and the intrinsic 
lifetime are both calculated from the transition quadrupole moment provided by a fit.   
 The side-feeding intensity, roughly 40% of the intensity of the analyzed transition, was 
determined in the following way: gating from “below” and taking the difference in intensity between 
the in-band feeding and analyzed transitions.  The side-feeding model assumes a five-transition 
rotational cascade.  A dynamic moment of inertia for this cascade must be provided and should be 
comparable to that of the in-band cascade.  For example, the side-feeding cascades for the ground-
state band of 106Mo are given moment of inertia values comparable to the ground-state-band values 
before the band crossing (values of 23 - 40 ћ2 /MeV as spin increases).  This treatment of the 
moment of inertia values is consistent with the literature, e.g. Reference 62.  The moment of inertia 
was then combined with the fitted quadrupole moment of the side feeding to produce an effective 
lifetime for the side feeding.  Table 5-1 in the next chapter, contains the transition and side-feeding 
intensities for every reported transition, measured with the RADWARE software package 59,    
 The side-feeding transitions measured in this work are typically faster than the in-band 
transitions.  The Bateman equations are solved to generate the γ-ray yield as a function of time and 
then combined with so-called “shape vs. time” matrices (see Section 4.3) to produce the lineshapes.  
Side feeding represents a time delay in the solution to the Bateman equations 38.  Fast side-feeding 
represents little to no delay and minimizes errors (i.e. errors in the side feeding lifetime are small 
compared to the lifetime of the state of interest).  If the side feeding lifetime is slow (i.e. of the order 
of the lifetime of the state of interest or slower), then the Bateman solutions are delayed and any 
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errors in the side-feeding parameters (i.e. side-feeding intensity or moment of inertia) should be 
scrutinized.   
 If enough statistics are available, the side feeding can, in principle, be removed by gating 
from above.  Such a gate forces the nucleus to have followed a decay path through the in-band 
transition above the state of interest.  However, the state of interest has now inherited the feeding 
history of the gating transition.  This history needs to be accounted for; the effective lifetime of the 
gating transition needs to be known.  By measuring the effective lifetime of the in-band feeding 
transition from below and then gating with a wide gate from above through that feeding transition, a 
measurement of the lifetime of the transition of interest can be made free from any interference by 
the side feeding.  However, as discussed in Section 4.2, there are implications to such a gating 
procedure.  
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Figure 4-10: A schematic of the side-feeding model used in the analysis.  Each transition in the band 
of interest (black) is fed by a five-transition rotational cascade (red), with a constant dynamic 
moment of inertia comparable to that of the band.  The quadrupole moment of the side feeding 
(QSF) and the transition (Qt) are free parameters.  The percentages indicate example feeding 
intensities from 102Mo.   
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4.3.3 LINESHAPE Analysis Code 
 The computer program LINESHAPE by Wells and Johnson 36, was used for the DSAM 
analysis.  It is based on the program DSAMFT written by Gascon 63.  It incorporates several 
routines described hereafter.   
 The DECHIST routine, written by Bacelar 64 65, uses Monte Carlo techniques 66 to 
simulate both the scattering direction and changes in velocity of a series of slowing down nuclei.  
Both the electronic and nuclear stopping powers have to be taken into account when calculating the 
slowing down process.  The DECHIST routine treats the electronic stopping as a continuous 
process, and the nuclear stopping as a discrete one, occurring at a rate given by the Lindhart cross 
section 67. 
 The DECHIST routine formally deals with an in-beam experiment, but it can be adapted for 
a fission experiment.  For that purpose, the Z and A parameters for the “projectile”, “target”, and 
“recoil” nuclei are made equal to those of the “recoil” nucleus of interest, i.e. the FF.  The “beam” 
energy parameter is used to match the average initial velocity of the FF in the simulation to the 
measured value.  The “target” thickness is set to zero to ensure that the only interactions that occur 
are the collisions of the FF in the Pt backing.             
 The stopping powers are generated by the routine STOPO, written by Milner 35.  The 
tabulated values of Northcliffe and Schilling with atomic shell corrections are used for the electronic 
stopping 41 42.  For the nuclear stopping, a multiple Coulomb scattering formalism is used 67 39 40.   
 The HISTAVER routine uses the velocity history from the DECHIST routine to create 
“shape vs. time” matrices.  These matrices store the lineshapes ranging from “fully shifted” to 
“completely stopped”.  The routine accounts for γ-ray transition energy, detector opening angle, and 
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bin angle relative to the orientation axis (here the fission axis).  Each matrix is 250 channels wide 
and contains about 500 time steps; the exact number is determined internally as the number of steps 
to reduce the kinetic energy of the fragment to 0.1% of its initial value.   
 The LINESHAPE code accepts the above matrices as input, converts them into lineshapes, 
and produces the fit to the data.  That is, the lineshapes produced represent a sum over all of the 
“shape vs. time” matrices, with each time interval weighted by the γ-ray yield.  The γ-ray yield as a 
function of time is calculated using the solution of the Bateman equations [Equation (2-35)] 38 62.  
Every new lifetime value input into the Bateman equations will be solved as a new γ-ray yield and 
thus a new lineshape.  The lifetime value is adjusted until a best fit is obtained.  The routines of the 
program MINUIT 68 aid in finding the best fit.   
 The MINUIT program performs a least-squares minimization of the varied parameters: (1) 
the in-band transition quadrupole moment (Qt), (2) the modeled side-feeding transition quadrupole 
moment (QSF), and for each angle, (3) a factor to normalize the intensity of the fit, (4) the peak width 
(FWHM), (5) the intercept and (6) slope of a linear background, and (7) contaminant peak 
intensities.  Parameters (1) and (2) are always freely varied, the other parameters can be fixed when 
necessary.  The routine MINOS 67 performs the χ2-minimization by which the uncertainty in the 
quadrupole moment is determined.  This routine assumes that the χ2min represents the best-fit 
parameter values and that the region where the χ2 is less that χ2min+1 corresponds to a confidence 
interval of 68.2% (one standard deviation).  By varying the quadrupole moment above/below its 
minimum, the error limits are determined.  At each step, the quadrupole moment is fixed and the 
other parameters are varied to minimize the χ2.  This procedure often leads to asymmetric errors.  
   For every nucleus being studied, the DECHIST routine was used to generate 10000 
simulations of the FF stopping in the Pt backing with a time step of 0.004 ps (per the 
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recommendation of Reference 36, 0.01 times the shortest expected lifetime).  The average initial 
kinetic energy of the fragment was determined by double gating on the appropriate γ-transition 
energies and projecting out the Hercules velocity distribution.  The HISTAVER routine generated 
“shape vs. time” matrices for detectors at selected angles ξ.   
 Fits were made in LINESHAPE by starting with the uppermost transition and then fixing 
the transition above as the subsequent transitions lower in the band were measured.  Examples of 
the lineshape fits are shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 in Section 4.3.4.  By gating from “below” 
the state of interest, the lineshape contains a contribution from both in-band feeding and side 
feeding.  This situation is resolved by using the side-feeding model discussed in Section 4.3.2.  The 
standard arrangement was for three angles to be included in the χ2 minimization of the fit.  This 
helps to compensate for any irregularities in the lineshape from any one angle.  It also leads to a 
more conservative estimate of the error compared to the possible alternative of reporting a weighted 
average of the lifetimes from each angle-sorted spectrum.  However, the conservative approach is 
here the better choice.   
 Notably, the spectra being fitted have not had any background subtracted.  Two methods for 
background subtraction were considered.  The first involved placing gates above and below the peak 
of interest to generate a representative spectrum for the underlying background (mainly Compton 
scattering due to imperfect escape suppression).  However, in a fission experiment, the gating 
conditions for the background spectrum tend to overlap with those for a different FF, creating holes 
in the resultant spectrum.  The second method involved tracing a background underneath the peaks 
and subtracting it.  However, this seemed redundant as a linear background was included in 
parameters (5) and (6) of the fit.  Hence, background subtraction was discarded. 
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4.3.4 Background and Contaminant Peaks 
 The γ rays of both the FF of interest and its partner are in coincidence and cannot be 
separated from each another by gating.  These partner-fragment lines are the source of moving 
background peaks in the γ-ray spectra.  For example, when measuring a LF lineshape the moving 
peaks are from the partner HF.  Assuming those moving γ-peaks are 700 keV, their centroids will 
move ~6 keV for every 15° increase in binning angle; this estimate is made by assuming the average 
HF β and applying the relativistic Doppler-shift formula.  The challenge associated with the 
background peaks is tracking the peaks as they move, and accounting for them when they interfere 
with the peak of interest.  The following figures demonstrate how the background peaks are 
accounted for in the lineshape fits. 
 
Figure 4-11: The lineshape fits for the 8+→6+ (641.7 keV) transition in the ground-state band of 
104Mo.  Two stationary peaks, S1 and S2, needed to be included in the fit.  The S1 peak is from the 
9+→7+ (646.5 keV) transition in the γ band of 104Mo.  The S2 peak is from the 4+→4+ (654.1 keV) γ- 
band to ground-state-band decay-out transition (see Chapter 5).     
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Figure 4-12: The lineshape fit for the 10+→8+ ground-state-band transition of 108Mo.  One stationary 
peak, S1, needed to be fit.  The S1 peak does not correspond to any ground-state-band or γ-band 
transition of 108Mo.  It is from another stopped FF that satisfied the 108Mo gating conditions.  The 
positions of the moving peaks, M1 - M6, change toward higher energies as the binning angle 
increases (i.e. ~6 keV per 15° increase in binning angle).   
  
 Other sources of background or contaminant peaks in the γ-ray energy spectrum are: γ rays 
of other FF that can satisfy the γ-ray gating conditions, “β-delayed” γ rays from excited states in 
daughter nuclei, and so-called, neutron peaks produced by exciting Ge through inelastic neutron 
scattering.  These sources of background produce stationary peaks.  Often the spectra from several 
gates are summed and used as the spectrum to be analyzed.  The summing tends to reduce the 
intensity of a background peak relative to the peak of interest; the former is not correlated with all of 
the gates.  The “β-delayed” γ rays can arise from any location where FFs are implanted (Hercules 
detectors, Pt backing, vacuum-chamber wall).  By tightening the timing gate for the individual HPGe 
detectors to reduce random coincidences the “β-delayed” peaks can largely be reduced.  The neutron 
peaks are due to the neutron flux from the 252Cf source.  As in the case of the “β-delayed” peaks 
tightening of the timing gate will also help to suppress these random peaks.  
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4.3.5 Estimated Systematic Error 
 In this experiment there are three sources of systematic error that need to be accounted for: 
uncertainties in the stopping powers, in β, and in the γ-ray transition energy.  For β > 0.02, 
electronic stopping is dominant 34.  In the original code the electronic stopping is from the semi-
empirical tabulation of Northcliffe and Schilling 41, modified to include shell corrections.  For β < 
0.005, nuclear stopping dominates, and Lindhard's theoretical cross sections 39 along with 
Blaugrund's correction 40 for large angle scattering is used to calculate it.  Literature studies estimate 
errors in the lifetime of less than 15% when Blaugrund’s theory is used for the stopping powers of 
β=0.02 Al stopping in Au 34.  The error in the stopping powers in this work is far less.  The Mo and 
Ru fragments measured have a β of 0.0456-0.0461, i.e. more of the stopping (than in the Al case) 
occurs in the better understood electronic-stopping regime.  In addition, the mismatch in the mass 
of the stopper versus the mass of the recoil is less for 104Mo in 195Pt than for 27Al in 197Au.   
 A comparison was made with the stopping powers from the SRIM package 43 to better 
characterize the uncertainty in the stopping powers.  The differences in the stopping powers were 
on the order of 11%.  When translated into lifetime and transition quadrupole moments the 
variations were of the order of 8.8% and 4.4% respectively.  The measurement of the FF velocity 
had an uncertainty of 3% which translated into an uncertainty in the lifetime of 2.2%.  Uncertainties 
in the γ-ray transition energies are very small and represent an uncertainty in the lifetime of 0.6%.  
Combining these systematic relative errors yields a systematic error of 9.1% for τ and 4.55% for Qt.  
These errors were rounded up to 10% and 5% respectively. 
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Chapter 5: DSAM Results for 102-108Mo and 108-112Ru 
5.1 Overview 
 The Qt and B(E2) values extracted from the lineshape fits are compiled into a table in 
Section 5.2.  The lineshape fits are shown and discussed in the same section.  The Qt values are 
plotted as a function of I for each nucleus in Section 5.3 and trends of Qt with I, Z, and N are 
discussed.  The feeding intensities of levels used in the lineshape fits are discussed separately, in 
Section 5.4, as they represent a supplemental result of the present analysis.  Some experimental 
features relevant for the assignment and the collective features of the γ bands are presented in 
Section 5.5.  Specifically, observations relevant to the K=2 assignment for these bands (based on the 
Alaga rule) are discussed here.   
5.2 DSAM Lineshape Fits 
 The DSAM results for the even-mass 102-108Mo and 108-112Ru nuclei are listed in Table 5-1.  
The table is arranged by nucleus and further divided into transitions of the ground-state-band, the γ-
band, and so-called decay-out transitions.  The latter transitions link the γ band with the ground-
state band and are also called interband transitions.  Extensive level-scheme work has been done in 
this region 26, and the evaluated level and transition energies, spins, and parities have consistently 
been used for the lineshape fits and the calculation of transition quadrupole moments.   
 The transition and side-feeding intensities, Iγ and ISF, are measured in this work, in relative 
units.  All reported intensities are normalized to the corresponding   11 68  transition, which is set 
to Iγ≡100.  The τ, Qt, and QSF values are extracted from the fits with the method described in 
Section 4.3.  The B(E2) values are calculated from the lifetimes using Equation (2-26) from Section 
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2.3.4.  The statistical and systematic errors have been combined leading to the error that is listed.  
According to Section 4.3.5, the systematic error is 10% for τ and B(E2) and 5% for Qt and QSF.  If 
needed the QSF is limited to values of 1100 efm2.  At this limit the effective side-feeding lifetime is 
very fast (~0.01·τ), i.e., has little to no affect upon the lineshape fits.  The θMeas column lists the 
angles relative to the fission direction that the lifetimes were extracted from.  The “items” 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 represent angles ξ=60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, and 120° (see Section 4.3.1). 
 The limits of DSAM applicability are discussed in Section 2.4.  When such a limit is reached 
(e.g. for the   11 46  transition in 104Mo) a lower limit for τ is reported.  This value is the measured 
lifetime minus one standard deviation.  A lower limit on τ corresponds to an upper limit on the Qt 
and B(E2) values.  
 A selection of the individual lineshape fits, arranged by nucleus, follows.  A partial level 
scheme is included for each nucleus, where the transitions that have been measured are highlighted.  
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the level schemes of the present nuclei are organized in bands where 
the ground-state band and the γ-band are the most strongly populated structures.  The fits are 
discussed according to these bands and intensity considerations are made.  These include the 
independent yields from Section 2.1.  Secondly, it should be noted that the ground-state-band 
intensities are at least twice as strong as the corresponding transition in the γ band, see also Section 
5.4.  All of the γ-ray spectra used for the lineshape fits had a gate on the HF and no Doppler 
correction applied.  The majority of the γ-ray gating is done by making “narrow” double gates from 
“below”, see Sections 4.2 and 4.3.4.  The spectra displayed below represent the sum of all available 




Table 5-1: Properties of transitions in even-mass 102-108Mo and 108-112Ru for which τ, B(E2), Qt, and 
QSF values are obtained.  Uncertainties contain both statistical and systematic errors.  Spin-parity 
assignments and transition energies are adopted from Reference 26.  Intensities are from the present 
work and are given relative to Iγ≡100 for the corresponding   11 68  transition.  θMeas identifies the 




Table 5-1: (Continued.) 
 
a Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the first and second excited state, respectively, if there are two states 
  with the same spin-parity assignment. 
b Lower-limit value due to limited DSAM applicability. 
C Transition reported in Reference 69.  
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 For display purposes in the weaker cases, a constant background has been subtracted.  The 
reasons for not performing a background subtraction prior to the lineshapes being fit are discussed 
in Section 4.3.3.  The fitting of peaks in the background is covered in Section 4.3.4.   
 Figure 5-1 displays a partial level scheme for 102Mo.  Figures 5.2 through 5.4 are fits for 
ground-state-band transitions.  The spectrum for the   11 1214 transition has many background 
peaks.  To account for this situation, four angles were included in the fit and distortions that may 
affect the result were averaged out.  Fits to γ-band and decay-out transitions were not possible due 
to limited statistics.  This is due to the low independent yield of 102Mo (IN value of 0.464), the lowest 
of all the nuclei considered in this work.   
 Figure 5-5 displays a partial level scheme for 104Mo.  Figures 5.6 through 5.9 are fits for 
ground-state-band transitions.  The lifetimes for the ground-state-band transitions seem to decrease 
with increasing spin.  This can be concluded from the increasing proportion of counts in the tail of 
the lineshape for some of the consecutive transitions (but the reliability of this observation depends 
also on the strength of the side feeding).  Figure 5-10  is a fit for the   22 810  γ-band transition.  In 
this fit there appears to be a “red” background peak at 663 keV.  This indicates that a “blue” 
background peak is overlapping with a region that is being ignored by the fit.                          
 Figure 5-11 displays a partial level scheme for 106Mo.  Figures 5.12 through 5.15 are fits for 
ground-state-band transitions.  Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are fits for γ-band transitions.  Particularly 
when working with weaker transitions, the goal is to find at least one angle where the lineshape is 
not obscured by the background.  An example is the ξ=120° spectrum of Figure 5-16.   
 Figure 5-18 displays a partial level scheme for 108Mo.  Figures 5.19 and 5.20 are fits for 
ground-state-band transitions, Figure 5-21 is a fit for the   11 79 transition.  108Mo is again one of 
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the weaker products (IN value of 0.667), thus, a lesser amount of lifetime information is reported 
compared to 104, 106Mo.   
 Figure 5-22 displays a partial level scheme for 108Ru.  Figures 5.23 and 5.24 are fits for 
ground-state-band transitions.  In Figure 5-23 the lineshapes for the   11 1012 and 
  11 810 transitions are presented in the same window.  Figure 5-25 is a fit for a decay-out 
transition.     
 Figure 5-26 displays a partial level scheme for 110Ru.  Figures 5.27 through 5.30 are fits for  
ground-state-band transitions.  110Ru has an independent yield of 3.62, the highest of all the nuclei in 
this work.  Despite the high yield, for some of these transitions, gating is complicated; see the 
captions of Figures 5.27 and 5.30 for further details.  Figures 5.31 and 5.32 are fits for γ-band 
transitions.        
 Figure 5-33 displays a partial level scheme for 112Ru.  Figures 5.34 through 5.36 are fits for  
ground-state-band transitions.  In Figure 5-35 the lineshapes for the   11 1214 and   11 1012  
transitions are presented in the same window.  Figures 5.37 and 5.38 are fits to γ-band transitions.  
The even-spin and odd-spin γ-band transitions that are apart by 1 have roughly the same intensity.  
Due to the lower independent yield of 112Ru (IN value of 0.939), there is less lineshape information 




Figure 5-1: Partial level scheme of 102Mo showing the ground-state band.  The transitions subject to 
the DSAM measurement are highlighted. 
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Figure 5-2: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 68  (690.9 keV) transition in 102Mo.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figure 4.10.  Red, blue, and black 
respectively represent the lineshape, background peaks, and linear background. 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Same as Figure 5.2, but for the   11 1012  (834.9 keV) transition. 
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Figure 5-4: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 1214  (879.2 keV) transition in 102Mo.  The meaning of 





Figure 5-5: Partial level scheme of 104Mo showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  






Figure 5-6:  DSAM lineshapes for the   11 46  (519.2 keV) transition in 104Mo.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 4.11 and 5.2. 
 
 
Figure 5-7: Same as Figure 5-6, but for the   11 810  (733.6 keV) transition. 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Same as Figure 5-6, but for the   11 1012  (798.0 keV) transition. 
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Figure 5-9: Same as Figure 5-6, but for the   11 1214  (861.3 keV) transition. 
 
 






Figure 5-11: Partial level scheme of 106Mo showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  
The transitions for which lineshapes are measured are highlighted. 
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Figure 5-12: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 68  (654.9 keV) transition in 106Mo.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 4.11 and 5.2. 
 
 
Figure 5-13: Same as Figure 5-12, but for the   11 810  (784.1 keV) transition. 
 
 





Figure 5-15: Same as Figure 5-12, but for the   11 1416  (1051.5 keV) transition. 
 
 
Figure 5-16: Same as Figure 5-12, but for the   11 79  (690.9 keV) transition. 
 




Figure 5-18: Partial level scheme of 108Mo showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  
The transitions for which lineshapes are measured are highlighted. 
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Figure 5-19: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 68  (662.1 keV) transition in 108Mo.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 4.11 and 5.2. 
 
Figure 5-20: Same as Figure 5-19, but for the   11 1012  (872.0 keV) transition. 
 
 




Figure 5-22: Partial level scheme of 108Ru showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  




Figure 5-23: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 1012  (788.1 keV) and   11 810  (798.3 keV) transitions 
in 108Ru.  The angles ξ are given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 
4.11 and 5.2.  Every gate includes the   11 68  transition in 108Ru to avoid overlap from the 
  11 1416  (799.7 keV) transition in 110Ru. 
 
Figure 5-24: Same as Figure 5-23, but for the   11 1214  (762.2 keV) transition. 
 
Figure 5-25: Same as Figure 5-23, but for the   12 24  (940.5 keV) transition.  Gated by a single gate 




Figure 5-26: Partial level scheme of 110Ru showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  







Figure 5-27: DSAM lineshapes for the 
  11 68  (705.3 keV) transition in 110Ru.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 4.11 and 5.2. The 
  11 1214  (703.9 keV) and   22 68  (712.7 keV) transitions in 110Ru and the   11 68  (701.6 keV) 
transition in 108Ru cannot be removed by gating.  They are accounted for in the fit. 
 
Figure 5-28: Same as Figure 5-27, but for the   11 810  (815.0 keV) transition.   
 
Figure 5-29: Same as Figure 5-27, but for the   11 1012  (887.6 keV) transition. 
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Figure 5-30: Same as Figure 5-27, but for the   11 1416  (799.7 keV) transition 110Ru.  Every gate 
includes either the   11 810  or   11 1012  transition in 110Ru to avoid overlap from the   11 810  
(798.3 keV) transition in 108Ru. 
 
 
Figure 5-31: Same as Figure 5-27, but for the   157  (645.5 keV) transition. 
 
 




Figure 5-33: Partial level scheme of 112Ru showing the ground-state band (gsb) and the γ band (γ).  





Figure 5-34: DSAM lineshapes for the   11 810  (723.3 keV) transition in 112Ru.  The angles ξ are 
given in the figure.  The color code of the lines is the same as in Figures 4.11 and 5.2.  
 
 









Figure 5-37: Same as Figure 5-34, but for the   11 79  (693.3 keV) transition. 
 
Figure 5-38: Same as Figure 5-34, but for the   11 911  (756.0 keV) transition. 









5.3 Quadrupole Moments 
 As stated in Section 2.3.4, the Qt value is calculated by converting the measured lifetime into 
a B(E2) value and subsequently the B(E2) value into the Qt value.  The Qt values as a function of 
spin for the studied Mo and Ru nuclei are shown in Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40 respectively.  
Circles and triangles respectively distinguish between the values for the ground-state band and γ 
band.  The solid symbols represent the DSAM measurements of this work.  The open symbols 
augment these measurements with those from the literature 26 61, including lower-spin transitions 
accessible by the recoil-distance Doppler-shift method.  For the   11 46  transitions of 104,106Mo, the 
lineshape fits were only able to provide an upper limit to the Qt (black arrow).   
 For some of the states in the γ band, an intensity branching ratio needs to be considered.  
Here, the partial lifetime of the corresponding transition is used to calculate the B(E2) value.  The 
intensity branching ratios were taken from Reference 26, with two exceptions: the   22 68  (631.0 
keV) and   12 24 (896.2 keV) transitions of 106Mo.  In three other γ-band cases, the reported 
branching was examined: the 111 state in 
104Mo and the 19  and 

210  states in 
106Mo.  Here only the 
in-band transition was observed with considerable intensity.  The intensities of the reported, 
bypassing decay-out transitions were found to be negligible.  This leads us to use a branching ratio 
of 100% (see Table 5-2). 
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Figure 5-39: Transition quadrupole moments plotted as a function of spin for even-mass 102-108Mo.  
Circles represent data from ground-state-band transitions.  Triangles up represent data from the γ-
band transitions.  The solid points represent the results of the present DSAM measurement, while 
the open points represent literature values.  The curves are calculations discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5-40: Transition quadrupole moments plotted as a function of spin for even-mass 108-112Ru.  
The meaning of the symbols and the curves is the same as in Figure 5-39.  
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Table 5-2: Properties of transitions relevant for branching ratios of γ-band in-band and decay-out 
transitions, level energies, spins, transition energies, lifetimes, are listed along with the branching 
ratios and a reference.  This information leads to the B(E2) values.  The references “Thesis” and 
“NNDC” represent this work and Reference 26 respectively.  This aspect of the thesis supplements 
the database where branching ratios are unavailable.  This table is a supplement to Table 5-1.        
 
a The   11011  (941.0 keV) transition reported in Reference 26 has negligible intensity.  
b The   12 810  (1262.5 keV) transition reported in Reference 26 has negligible intensity. 
c The   11 89  (871.0 keV) transition reported in Reference 26 has negligible intensity. 
 There is agreement between measured and literature Qt values at the spins 8+, 10+, and 12+ 
of the ground-state band.  The Qt values for the two types of bands from the present measurements 
are comparable in magnitude.  The values for the γ bands have larger uncertainties, as expected.  For 
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the γ band, comparison with literature is only available for the 7+, 9+, and 11+ spin states of 112Ru.  
The uncertainties of these values are surprisingly small. 
 The following observations can be made about the behavior of ground-state bands.  The Qt 
values decrease with increasing spin, this effect is accentuated in the heavier isotopes.  Figure 5-41 
displays the weighted average Qt (efm2) for 8 ≤ I ≤ 16 of the ground-state bands (the I=16 state is 
not included for 102,108Mo).  The average Qt decreases with increasing N, stepping “down” at N=66 
and 64 for Ru and Mo respectively.  This decrease seems more pronounced in the Ru isotopes than 
in the available Mo nuclei.          
 
Figure 5-41: Qt (efm2) trends as a function of Z and N. 
  
5.4 Level Feeding Intensities 
 For the DSAM analysis the relative intensities of the transitions in a band are needed, in 
order to properly model the side feeding, see Section 4.3.2.  Information on level-feeding intensities 
is in principle available in the NNDC database 26.  Unfortunately, many of the intensities reported 
there for the Mo and Ru isotopes under analysis here are useless (actually in many cases only 
branching ratios are reported in the database due to the scarce information in the literature).  Hence, 
the transition intensities had to be measured.  They are listed in Table 5-3.  This is the complete 
account of the present intensity analysis, it partially overlaps with Table 5-1 and Table 5-2. 
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 Only the side-feeding intensity of the   11 1416  transition of 108Ru, could not be 
determined in the way described above.  A directly feeding   11 1618  transition in this nucleus has 
not been reported.  A candidate for the transition has been found at 986 keV (with an intensity of 
0.12 and a >40% error).  Here the predicted feeding intensity from the program (using a rotational 
model) has been adapted.   
 The feeding intensities, based on the values of Table 5-3, are plotted in Figures 5.42 and 
5.43.  The ground state and γ bands are represented with closed and open symbols respectively.  The 
color code of the legend identifies the nucleus.  As spin increases the feeding intensity within a band 
decreases.  In some cases, for example 104Mo, the difference in the intensity profiles of the two 
bands of the same nucleus also changes with spin.  At low spin, the ground-state band is about a 
factor of ten stronger than the γ band.  At high spin, this factor has been reduced to a factor of three 
to five.  The feeding of the 22  state in the γ band of  106Mo is found to be surprisingly strong; this 
cannot be explained at this point.     
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Table 5-3: Relative transition intensities (normalized such that Iγ≡100 for the   11 68  transition) 
for 102, 104, 106, 108Mo and 108, 110, 112Ru.  The transitions in the ground-state-band, the γ-band, and the 
decay-out transitions are grouped together.  Subscripts a,b,c, and d denote those intensities taken 
from the literature.  Subscript e denotes those determined from the branching ratio in Reference 26.  
The reference for the transition energies and spin assignments is the same as Table 5-1 except for 







Table 5-3: (Continued.) 
 
a Reference 70   b Reference 71   c Reference 72   d Reference 73   e Reference 26 
 






Figure 5-42: Level feeding intensities as a function of spin for 102, 104, 106, 108Mo (black, blue, green, and 




Figure 5-43: Same as Figure 5-42, but for 108, 110, 112Ru (blue, green, and red).   
 
 
5.5 B(E2) Analysis for the γ Band  
 The side band is built on a 2+ excitation and is thought to be associated with a principal 
quantum number K=2.  This notion is tested hereafter by using the Alaga rule 74.  Equation (5-1) 





















As stated in Casten’s book, the analyzed transitions can be either both intraband or both interband 
transitions with the same initial and final bands.  Then the intrinsic matrix element will be identical 
for both transitions and will cancel in their ratio 27 75.  The crucial parameter in Equation (5-1) is 
ΔK, that is, in case of a set of interband transitions, the change in K by these transitions.  The 
different final states are denoted fI and fI  .   
 The B(E2) ratios depend only on the set of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.  The task is now to 
identify such combinations of B(E2) values that discriminate between the cases ΔK=0 and ΔK=2 
(the ground-state band is always assigned K=0).  In the present analysis the following ratios were 




















EB 1.23 (ΔK=0), 0.27 (ΔK=2) (“red label” Figures 5-44 and 5-45). 
By comparing the cases to the measured B(E2) ratio, either the ΔK=0 or ΔK=2 solution should be 
ruled out. 
 In this analysis the initial state is the same for both B(E2) values, i.e. both values originate 
from the same lifetime.  This leads to a cancelation of the τ value in the B(E2) ratio [see Equation 
(2-26)] and the final expression:  
  (5-2) 
 
 Table 5-4 shows the relevant quantities to evaluate Equation (5-2), in particular the 
branching ratios and transition energies for the transitions with a 24  or a 

26  initial state.  It should 




















transition.  The latter is assumed to be pure, an assumption that is made in the literature 76 and that 
is further discussed below.     
 Figure 5-44 and Figure 5-45 show the B(E2) ratios constructed for the transitions out of the 

26  or 

24  levels and into states in the ground-state band.  The ratio data-points and the ΔK 
solutions to be considered are drawn in black ( 24  initial state) or red (

26  initial state) as indicated in 
the legend.  The measured ratios are much closer to the ΔK=2 lines, than to the ΔK=0 lines, so the 






























Table 5-4: Similar to Table 5-2 but for transitions relevant to the Alaga analysis. 
 
a B(E2) = 820 e2fm2 assuming transition is pure. 
b B(E2) = 3900 e2fm2 assuming transition is pure. 






Figure 5-44: B(E2) ratios according to Equation (5-2) for even-mass 102-108Mo.  Each ratio should be 
matched with the data points and the ΔK= 0 or 2 solutions according to the color code.  The values 
for 106Mo are from the thesis, the other values are based on the information in Reference 26 (see 
Table 5-4).   
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Figure 5-45: Same as Figure 5-44, but for the even-mass 108-112Ru.   
   
  
 The assumption that the unstretched E2 transitions are pure (E2/M1 mixing ratio |δ|>>1) 
is a good approximation, at least for the Ru nuclei.  In Reference 77 the reported values of δ for 
such transitions measured in 106,108Ru are typically δ ~ 4 to 7.  An M1 admixture would, in principle, 
lower the denominator in Equation (5-2) and increase the ratio.  Focusing in on the largest value in 
Figure 5-44, the 0.30 upper-limit value for 106Mo, the line for ΔK=0 is a factor of 3.6 larger than that 
value.  To merge this line with a corrected ratio, a value δ=0.53 is required according to the relation:   
 
(5-3) 







Such a small value for δ is deemed unreasonable since the typical δ values are a factor of ten larger 
than this assumed value.  In conclusion the ΔK=0 solution can be ruled out. 
  It is also pointed out in Reference 75, that the experimental ratios are empirically smaller 
than the Alaga-rule predictions (for Ii > If) and that this discrepancy increases with spin.  This may 
reflect the onset of K mixing, an effect that is not included in the Alaga rule (constant K is 
assumed). 
 Finally, the lifetime information was also used for a B(E2) analysis of the transitions near the 
bandhead of the γ band.  In Section 2.3.4 the Weisskopf estimate was introduced.  Expressing the 
B(E2) in terms of Weisskopf units (BWU[E2]) provides a qualitative measure of the collective 
behavior of a band.  If the BWU(E2) is near unity, the band is single particle in nature; if it deviates, it 
indicates a likelihood for collective excitations.  Figure 5-46 shows the BWU(E2) values for the 
  11 02  and the   12 02  transitions.   
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Figure 5-46:  B(E2) values for the 2+→0+ transitions of the ground-state band (red squares) and γ 
band (green diamonds) expressed in Weisskopf units.  
  
 In the present analysis the B(E2) values for the ground-state transition were calculated from 
lifetime values in the literature 26.  The B(E2) values for the   12 02  transition were estimated by 
assuming that its Qt is the same as the lowest measured γ-band transition (e.g. the Qt from the 
  22 68  transition was used for 104Mo ).  That Qt was then converted into a B(E2) by using the 
relation: 
(5-4)      
 
 All of the BWU(E2) values presented in this work are >30 W.u.  This indicates the collective 
behavior of the nuclei studied in this work.  For the ground-state band, the BWU(E2) values increase 
.002222
16
5)02;2( 2212 tQEB   
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with increasing N for both the Mo and Ru isotopes.  A comparison the ground-state bands of nuclei 
with equal N, e.g. 106Mo and 108Ru with N=64, reveals that BWU(E2) values are more enhanced for 
the Mo nuclei.  The BWU(E2) values for the γ band are enhanced, but the error bars obscure 
observation of the N and Z dependence. 
 As spin increases, the observed Qt value can decrease by as much as 50 percent.  This leads 
to a 70 percent reduction in the BWU(E2) values.  Even with this reduction at higher spin, the 
Weisskopf estimate still indicates that collective behavior is likely. 
 Based upon the BWU(E2) values, it comes as no surprise that rotational bands built upon the 
shape deformation of the nucleus and additional vibrational excitations dominate the level structure 
for the nuclei studied in this work.  The strength of the collective behavior in this region motivates 
searching for features that can be associated with triaxial deformation.                  
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Chapter 6: Discussion 
6.1 Introduction to Deformed Mean-Field Models 
 This section continues  the discussion of nuclear models from Chapter 1: the liquid-drop and 
the traditional shell model.  Both models predict all nuclei to be spherical.  From here, it remains to 
allow for the deformation of the nuclear surface through the lens of the Nilsson model and the 
advancements made by the Strutinsky, and certain Hartree-Fock methods.  However, additional 
factors are to be included in the present theoretical consideration: pairing correlations between like 
particles (proton-proton, neutron-neutron) and the effect nuclear rotation has on the orbital motion 
of the nucleons as described by the so-called cranking model.  Ultimately, cranked relativistic mean-
field theory with pairing is used to describe the data in this work 78.  All these concepts are usually 
summarized as nuclear mean-field theory.  Here mean field means that the interaction of one 
nucleon with the remaining ones is described by an average potential that is created by the other 
particles.  For a more complete treatment of these concepts see Reference 29.   
 
6.1.1 Review of Conventional Approaches 
 Nilsson-Strutinsky Method:  The so-called Nilsson-Strutinsky approach is perhaps the most 
transparent one among the approaches discussed here.  Nilsson introduced a phenomenological 
average potential that is ellipsoidal and can be described as an anisotropic harmonic oscillator 29:   
(6-1) 
 
The frequencies (ωx, ωy, ωz) are chosen to be proportional to the half axes (ax, ay, az) of the ellipsoid 
as shown in Equation (6-2). 
).(
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R0 is the radius of a sphere of the same volume as the ellipsoid.  Volume conservation is maintained 
by the condition, 
(6-3) 
 
 Nilsson was then required to combine the anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential with a 
spin-orbit term )( sl   and a term )( 22 Nll  that shifts levels with higher l-values downward, 
such that the “magic” numbers are correctly reproduced.  The Nilsson model potential is shown in 
Equation (6-4) 29: 
(6-4) 
 
where   and   are adjustable coupling parameters, N is the principal quantum number of the 
major shell and Nl  2 is the expectation value of 2l averaged over N, i.e. )3(21  NN .  Assuming 
axially symmetry, N can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as:  
(6-5) 
 
where nz is the number of nodes in the wave function along the symmetry axis, np is the number of 
nodes perpendicular to the symmetry axis, and ml is the projection of the orbital angular momentum 
onto the symmetry axis.  Notably, VAHO can be replaced by a deformed Woods-Saxon potential 
without affecting the statements made below. 
 In the deformed potential the total orbital and total angular momentum (J=L±S) are not 
good quantum numbers, contrary to the spherical shell model.  Instead the eigenstates are 
characterized by the so-called asymptotic quantum numbers, which apply to angular-momentum 
projections along the symmetry axis (z-axis).  The complete set of quantum numbers is [N nz ml Ωπ], 
where nz and ml are defined above, Ω is the projection of J onto the symmetry axis, and π is the 
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parity.  For axially symmetric nuclei, Ω is equal to the K quantum number introduced in Section 
2.3.2.  The numbers nz, ml, and Ω take the following values: 
,,...,2,1,0 Nnz   
,10,...,2, ornNnNm zzl   
 
The parity of a state is given by 
   
 It is illustrative to construct the available states for a major shell using Equation (6-5) and the 
relation between Ω and ml.  Table 6-1 shows the six Nilsson states in the N=5 major shell.  If there 
is no deformation, they recombine into the shell model 3p1/2, 3p3/2, 2f5/2, 2f7/2, h9/2, and h11/2 orbitals. 
      
Table 6-1: Construction of the Nilsson quantum numbers for N=5. 
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 Figure 6-1 shows a Nilsson diagram for neutrons and protons in the top and bottom panels 
respectively 79.  The following observations can be made.  For prolate shape (β2>0), the high-j, low-




large slopes.  When this type of orbital is occupied, a large deformation (either prolate or oblate) is 
energetically favored.  With respect to Figure 6-1, the following should be noticed.  There is no 
Coulomb term in Equation (6-4), an appropriate choice of the coupling parameters accounts for its 
effect.  In practice, different coupling parameters are used for each major shell to obtain the best fit.  
Each Nilsson orbital is labeled with the quantum numbers [N nz ml Ωπ] (described above), and full 
(dashed) lines designate positive (negative) parity states.  The parameters used in these diagrams are 
tuned for the Zr100 nucleus (Z=40, N=60).  However, Nilsson diagrams for the neighboring 
neutron-rich Mo and Ru nuclei would be very similar.  For the Mo and Ru nuclei studied in this 
work, the proton orbitals near the Fermi surface have g9/2 parentage and the active neutron orbitals 
are d5/2 - g7/2 and h11/2 in character.  Notably Nilsson orbitals such as [422 3/2+] and [411 3/2+], 
representing d5/2 and g7/2 subshells, repel each other near β2=0.2.  These orbitals are said to be 
mixed. 
 Perhaps the most important message from Figure 6-1 is that certain orbitals are shape 
stabilizing.  For example, the low-Ω orbitals of h11/2 in the prolate sector tend to favor deformation 




Figure 6-1: Nilsson diagram for the single-particle neutron (top) and proton (bottom) levels as a 
function of quadrupole deformation.  Full (dashed) lines correspond to positive (negative) parity 
states.  The spherical and deformed shell gaps, and subshell closures, are indicated.  The diagram is 
based upon a deformed Woods-Saxon potential.  This figure is from Reference 79. 
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 The Nilsson model is successful in calculating nuclear deformation, but cannot be used to 
predict binding energies; another shortcoming of this model is its failure in explaining large-
deformation effects in the fission process.  The liquid-drop model, on the other hand, reproduces 
“bulk” properties of the nucleus, such as its binding energy.  However, it cannot account for 
variations in the binding energy near the “magic” numbers.  These shell effects are associated with 
nucleons at or near the Fermi surface and are described by the shell model.  The Strutinsky method 
reconciles the two models by combining the best parts of both 80 81.  For completeness, similar 
techniques were developed by Myers and Swiatecki 82.    
 The Strutinsky method constructs the “shell corrected” total energy (ETOT) for the nucleus 
by taking the average value from the liquid drop model (ELDM) and correcting for oscillations around 
that value (δESHELL) using the shell model.   
(6-6) 
 
ELDM is the liquid-drop binding energy 5.  δESHELL is treated separately for proton and neutrons and 
is defined as the difference between the sum of the single-particle energies, e , and an averaged 
value of this sum, E~ .   
(6-7) 
 
E~ is calculated by replacing the distribution of e , as a function of particle number, with a smooth 
distribution.  For details on this level smearing see Reference 29 (where δESHELL is expressed as 
EOSC).  In principle, the effect of nuclear deformation enters Equation (6-6) through the shell-
correction term.  For example, δESHELL<0 when the level density is comparatively low.  This occurs 





 If the deformed shell model is used, it is called the Nilsson-Strutinsky method.  The 
objective is then describing the total energy of the ground state as a function of deformation.  There 
are other methods similar to the Strutinsky method; they are also called macroscopic-microscopic 
methods.  
 Hartree-Fock Method:  The sum of the two-body nuclear interactions are used to derive an 




VHF contains a local Hartree potential that accounts for the mean field.  Further improvement comes 
from including a non-local exchange (Fock) potential in VHF.  A local potential has position 
dependence, whereas a nonlocal potential further depends on the characteristics of the region 
surrounding that position, e.g. the momentum distribution, which implies a velocity dependence.  
The descriptions for the strength of the interactions are phenomenological and there are many of 
them, two popular forms are Skyrme 83 and Gogny 84.  Skyrme makes use of delta functions to 
describe the interactions independent of the range associated with them (so-called zero-range).  
Gogny improves upon this by using a Gaussian form (so-called finite range).   
 The Hartree-Fock method makes use of the variational principle, by which it can be shown 
that the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian, for any trial eigenfunction (ΨTRIAL), represents an upper 
bound to the ground state energy (EGS) 29. 
(6-9) 
 
The bound becomes an equality if the correct eigenfunction is used.  The variational principle can be 













 Solving the Schrödinger equation with the Hartree-Fock potential is a non-linear problem 
typically solved by iterative methods.  Such methods are self-consistent, i.e. an initial eigenfunction is 
chosen and then modified each iteration to minimize the eigenvalue and converge to the ground 
state energy.  In practice a Slater determinant, a set of arbitrary but orthogonal single-particle wave 
functions for each nucleon, represents the initial eigenfunction 29.  See reference 85 for further 
details on iterative methods.    
 Pairing Correlations: These correlations between like nucleons are responsible for the 
0 ground state of even-even nuclei, the weaker binding of an odd-even nucleus when compared to 
its even-even neighbors, and experimental moments of inertia deviating by about a factor of two 
compared to a pure rigid-body value 29.  There is also pairing between “unlike” nucleons, the so-
called proton-neutron pairing, but it is not relevant for physics determined by valence nucleons. 
 The pairing correlations are residual interactions beyond the deformed mean field.  They are 
short-range attractive forces, similar to the correlations between electrons in a super conductor, i.e., 
they lead to Cooper pairs of protons or neutrons.  Such pairs couple to I=0.  They can be visualized 
as a configuration where the two nucleons move in time reversed orbits.  This guarantees two 
interactions per orbit period, and, thus a considerable spatial overlap of the two nucleons.  Pairing 
increases the binding energy of the nucleus.   
 The theory of Barden, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) 86 provides the basic understanding of 
superconductivity.  Bohr, Mottelson, and Pines 87 and Belyaev 88 adapted the methods of BCS 
theory to describe pairing correlations in the nucleus.  This also required the inclusion of the 
quasiparticle formalism (see below) of Bogolyubov. 
 To describe the BCS treatment, it is necessary to introduce the particle-hole representation 
of a quantal state.  In principle, a particle or hole state can be created above or below the Fermi 
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surface, which is defined by filling a certain number of the lowest states.  Adding (destroying) a 
particle in the particle picture is equivalent to removing (creating) a hole in the hole picture.  To 
combine both operations, it is required that the particle and hole states be created simultaneously.  
For example, anytime when a particle is created in a state, a hole must be annihilated in the 
corresponding state.  This can be simplified by introducing the concept of a quasiparticle, which is a 
hybrid of both particle and hole.  The quasiparticle energy, Eν, is given by 
(6-10) 
 
where εν is the single-particle energy of the state ν, λ the Fermi level corresponding to the appropriate 
particle number, and Δ the so-called pairing gap.   
 In the present picture, pairing corresponds to scattering two correlated nucleons from one 
set of time-reversed orbitals to another set.  Due to this fluctuation, the Fermi surface is diffuse, 
while it would be sharp for a state without pairing.  However, only half of the energy space needs to 
be considered, as already stated above.  
 Cranking Model:  The cranking model was suggested by Inglis, in the 1950s, but has mostly 
been used in the 1970s and thereafter.  It links the independent-particle pictures discussed above and 
the rotational description of the nucleus.   
 As discussed in Section 2.3.2, treatment of nuclear rotation can be simplified by using an 
intrinsic frame that rotates with a frequency ω with respect to the lab frame.  The initial assumption 
for the cranking model is the rotation of a nucleus about an axis (x) perpendicular to the symmetry 
axis.  Then the motion of a particle is characterized by jx, the projection of the total angular 
momentum onto the x-axis. 
(6-11) 
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where lx is the orbital angular momentum projection onto the x-axis and sx the intrinsic spin 
projection onto the x-axis of the particle.  The cranking Hamiltonian is defined as  
(6-12) 
 
where h is the Hamiltonian of the intrinsic system.  The total cranking Hamiltonian is obtained by 
summing the angular momentum contributions of individual nucleons as they are dragged around by 




Coriolis and centrifugal forces that act in the non-inertial system of the rotating frame can be 
derived from the term ωJx. 
 There are certain symmetries of the cranking Hamiltonian that help to group single-particle 
states differently and label them by certain quantum numbers.  Time-reversal: invariance with 
respect to a reversal in time, is a symmetry that implies that the single-particle energy levels of an 
even-particle system are doubly degenerate.  However, rotation (ω>0) tends to mix particle states of 
different j.  If states that are time-reversal counterparts are not occupied pairwise, then time-reversal 
symmetry is broken.  Parity: invariance with respect to inversion through the origin, is a symmetry 
that remains in Hω (provided that the shape of the potential can be expanded in terms of even 
multipoles).  Signature: invariance of a state under a 180° rotation around the cranking axis, is also a 
conserved symmetry. 
 The signature is introduced as the eigenvalue of an Rx(180°) operation: 
.ier   
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The single-particle orbits are affected by nuclear rotation, in particular the high-j, low Ω orbitals 
(effect due to the Coriolis force).  This effect tends to “stress” pair-correlated nucleons: the force 
has opposite signs based on whether the nucleon is moving in the direction of, or oppositely to the 
bulk rotation of the nucleus.  This may finally lead to a decoupling of the pair as discussed in Section 
2.3.2 (upbend of the moment of inertia).  
6.1.2 Relativistic Mean Field Approach  
 The following discussion focuses on some of the basics for a relativistic mean field (RMF) 
description of excited states in nuclei.  It is based on References 78 and 89, it also takes advantage of 
the literature references given therein.   
The RMF theory replaces the Schrödinger equation with the Dirac equation.  The nucleus is 
considered as a system of protons and neutrons that interact by the exchange of mesons and 
photons.  The σ-meson is responsible for large scale attraction at intermediate distance, the ω-meson 
for short-range repulsion, and the ρ-meson for variations caused by proton or neutron excess.  
Perhaps most appealing is that the spin-orbit splitting, which plays an important role in nuclear-
structure physics, naturally emerges as a relativistic effect.  
 The RMF approach also makes use of the ideas of density functional theory developed by 
Kohn and Sham.  Instead of starting with a two-body Hamiltonian, a density dependent Lagrangian 
is used.  The variational principle is then applied to derive the equations of motion for the nuclear 
system, which are then solved in a self-consistent manner.  The density-dependent Lagrangian 
includes parameters for the meson masses, their coupling constants and two additional nonlinear 
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terms.  To describe rotational and deformation properties of nuclei, including pairing correlations, 
within the relativistic framework, Afanasjev, Ring, and others have developed the cranked relativistic 
Hartree-Bogoliubov (CRHB) theory.  The concepts and steps involved are: 
 
RMF Lagrangians.  There are different parametrizations of the RMF Lagrangian.  In the context of 
the present work, the so-called NL3 and NL3* parameter sets have been used.  The latter represent 
more recent considerations (fits) to optimize the parameters mentioned above (meson masses etc.).  
There is also a so-called NL1 parameter set available; however, it is less suitable for nuclei far from 
stability. 
 
Cranked relativistic mean field.  The RMF Lagrangian, in the unpaired formalism, is transferred to the 
rotating frame within the framework of the cranking model.  This leads to the cranked relativistic 
mean-field equations.  The authors restrict themselves to one-dimensional cranking around the x 
axis. 
 
CRHB theory.  There are pairing correlations at work between the fermions.  Incorporation of pairing 
into RMF calculations requires the application of the Bogoliubov transformation.  Notice that in the 
present Hartree-Bogoliubov approach, a Fock exchange term is absent.  However, pairing itself is a 
nonrelativistic phenomenon.  It is included in a phenomenological manner, using a Gogny type 
interaction between like nucleons (so-called particle-particle, pp, channel).  A so-called D1S 
parameter set is employed for the Gogny force.  The details of how to treat pairing depend upon the 
choice of using either the BCS treatment for pairing or the Lipkin-Nogami method. 
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Lipkin-Nogami (LN) pairing treatment.  The Bogoliubov transformation does not commute with the 
particle number operator and, thus, particle number is not conserved.  The principle solution would 
be to perform an exact particle-number projection before variation of the density functional, but this 
solution is computationally “slow”.  This situation can be rescued by the LN method, which 
approximates the principle solution while remaining computationally “fast”.   
 




Y22 and Y20 are the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the quadrupole tensor, respectively, e is 
the electric charge and the subscript p is a label for protons.   




where the γ deformation of the proton system is defined by 
(6-16) 
  
   
6.2 Components of and Signatures for Triaxiality 
 The nuclear shape has a threefold sensitivity: (i) to the nucleus’ collective behavior, (ii) to the 
total angular momentum the nucleus carries, and (iii) to the single-particle structure of the nucleus.  
































perhaps best addressed by the discussion of the Nilsson model in Section 6.1.  The parameters 
mentioned above, are interrelated.  For example, as nuclear rotation increases it perturbs the 
microscopic structure and this can lead to shape changes with increasing spin.  Factors relating to 
the presence of a triaxial shape are discussed hereafter.  
 γ Softness.  In their theoretical study, Möller et al. 90 have called the presence of a γ band in a 
nucleus a necessary condition for searching for stable triaxial deformation.  The characteristics of a γ 
band have been discussed in Section 2.3.2 and examples of γ bands can be found, for example, in 
the level schemes of 104Mo or 108Ru.  Here the 22  bandhead states of the γ band have a low 
excitation energy: 466 keV relative to the 12 state (
108Ru).  For comparison, γ bands in the rare-earth 
region are located at about 1 MeV relative to the ground-state band. 
 Figure 6-2 is adapted from the study mentioned above.  It displays the chart of the nuclides, 
overlaid with the predicted ground-state energy correction when axial symmetry is broken.  The 
theoretical calculations use a macroscopic-microscopic model and predict a triaxial ground state for 
108Ru and the surrounding region 90.  The macroscopic-microscopic approach taken by Skalski, 
Mizutori, and Nazarewicz, predicts that 104-108Mo have a shallow potential energy surface (PES) that 
tends to favor a triaxial shape and that 108-112Ru also favor triaxial shapes 79.  RMF calculations 
performed by Li et al., predict for 100Mo an oblate shape with a soft PES; neighboring isotopes 
gradually become triaxial as N increases 91.  Not all calculations predict stable triaxiality 92, but they 




Figure 6-2:  Macroscopic-microscopic model predictions showing the ground-state energy correction 
when axial symmetry is broken.  The strongest case for triaxiality is 108Ru and the surrounding 
neutron-rich region.  This figure is from Reference 90.  
     
 Quadrupole moment vs. spin behavior (circumstantial evidence).  The starting point for the present 
considerations is twofold.  (i) Making the assumption that at low spin the nuclear shape is deformed 
and that collective rotation can set in.  (ii) Recalling that the quadrupole moment is a function of the 
deformation parameter γ [see Equation (2-4)]; the downsloping trend of  Qt with spin is of interest 
(see Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40).  Provided that the shape elongation, expressed by β2, does not 
decrease, an observed change in Qt can be related to a change in γ.  Indeed a decrease in β2 with 
increasing spin is unlikely; rather a centrifugal stretching is expected do to a liquid drop behavior of 
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the nucleus.  For example, a gradual change with spin of an initially collective prolate shape towards 
γ=60°, leads to a reduction in Qt that may be observable.   
 Smooth band termination.  This is a high-spin phenomenon that applies to rotational bands, for 
example, in the Sn region 93.  Starting, at low spin, with a collective prolate shape, the valence 
particles may successively align with the rotational axis as spin increases.  Eventually all particles 
become aligned along this axis and then form an oblate matter distribution.  In this state, the 
symmetry axis coincides with the rotation axis.  No further angular momentum can be brought into 
the system for the given set of valence particles.  In which case, the termination of the rotational 
band is reached.  This process is called “smooth termination” since the energy spacing of the levels 
is observed to increase as spin increases; this effect is opposite to the centrifugal stretching at 
medium spin (decrease in level spacing as spin increases).  In the process of this “smooth 
termination” the nuclear surface undergoes a transition, through the triaxial plane, from a collective 
prolate toward a single-particle oblate shape. 
 Wobbling bands.  Nuclei with a triaxial shape can, in principle, rotate about all three principal 
axes.  If this happens, a wider spectrum of collective rotation than usually observed occurs.  
Specifically, a family of three E2 bands is seen 94 95.  All three bands are understood to be based on 
the same single-particle configuration.  The yrast sequence represents rotation about the axis with 
the largest moments of inertia.  The other two bands are distinguished by wobbling phonons: one 
phonon represents the sequence closest in excitation energy to the yrast, two phonons the sequence 
at the highest excitation energy.  These two non-yrast sequences decay to the yrast sequence with 
specific electromagnetic decay properties: the sequence closest in excitation energy by ΔI=1 E2 
transitions and the other sequence by ΔI=2 transitions.  This family of bands is only seen at high 
spin; there the bands are typically based on a configuration other than the ground-state 
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configuration.  The classic analog of this wobbling mode is the motion of an asymmetric top (where 
angular momentum is transferred between the spinning motion of the principal axes).  In a quantum 
mechanical picture, wobbling requires phonons. 
 The near-yrast structure of the nuclei in the Mo-Ru region cannot be interpreted in terms of 
wobbling.  The known transitions linking the levels of the excited and ground-state bands are 
predominantly of the ΔI=2 and ΔI=0 type, in contrast with the selective ΔI=1 linking transitions 
associated with wobbling motion.  Furthermore, the alignment properties exhibited by the excited 
and the ground-state bands differ significantly, while they are essentially indistinguishable in the case 
of wobbling.  Wobbling has so far only been found in the rare-earth region. 
 Chiral bands.  The term chirality has been applied to certain sets of degenerate bands seen in 
nuclear-spectroscopy high-spin work.  Such bands are nearly identical ΔI=1 sequences with the 
same parity.  The term chirality is chosen by the interpretation that the bands arise from structures 
with different reflection symmetry or “handedness”.  The interpretation implies a triaxial shape and 
the rotation about an axis that does not coincide with a principal axis (tilted-axis cranking).  Chiral 
bands have been reported for the light rare-earth region and the Zr-Ru region.  For example, it has 
been suggested that the off-yrast structure of 110,112Ru may contain candidates for such bands 96.  
However, for γ-soft nuclei, the PES of an excited configuration and of the ground-state 
configuration will be different, due to the deformation driving properties of the orbitals in the 
former configuration and to differences in pairing.  Hence, the presence of chiral bands at 
moderately high spin does not imply the onset of triaxiality near the ground state.   
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6.3 Theoretical Interpretation of the Data 
 The Qt values available from experimental work and the moments of inertia are compared 
with the results of CRHB + LN performed by Afanasjev and Abusara; these scientists are co-
authors on the paper of Reference 97.  For the Qt values, both the results from this work and the 
low-spin values from the literature are taken into account (see Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40).  As 
stated in Section 5.3, the Qt values measured for the yrast and γ bands are similar in magnitude, but 
the γ-band uncertainty is large compared to the yrast band.  Hence, the discussion considers only the 
Qt values of the yrast band.  A experimentally derived quantity that can be compared with theory is 
the moment of inertia (described in Section 2.3.2).  A successful theory would describe both the Qt 
values and the moment of inertia (e.g. 1 )in a consistent manner. 
 The purpose of the comparison between experiment and these theoretical calculations is to 
identify possible signatures of triaxiality.  The best prospect, according to the discussions in Sections 
5-3 and 6-2, is a possible shape change toward a triaxial shape in the ground-state bands as a 
function of spin.  The comparison between the data and the calculations also addresses two related 
issues: the recent prediction of a stable triaxial ground state 98, and the predicted competition 
between a prolate and an oblate shape near the ground state 99 and in the ground-state band 61. 
 This discussion starts with the ground-state band alignment features.  These are depicted in 
Figure 6-3 in terms of the kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia as a function of rotational 
frequency, a type of plot that has been discussed in Section 2.3.2.  The 106Mo and 108Mo nuclei have 
essentially the same characteristics and the latter case is omitted in Figure 6-3.  However, the full 
information on 108Mo is provided in Figure 6-4. 
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As indicated by the shaded area in each panel of Figure 6-3, the spin range where Qt values 
are now available, overlaps in part with the band-crossing region.  In 104Mo, for example, this region 
is centered around ћω = 0.4 MeV and I = 12.  In all nuclei under discussion, the rise of the 
moments of inertia is attributed to the rotational alignment of a pair of h11/2 neutrons 79. 
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Figure 6-3: Kinematic ((1), open circles) and dynamic ((2), full circles) moments of inertia, as a 
function of rotational energy, for the yrast bands in 102-106Mo (left) and 108-112Ru (right).  The data are 
based on the level schemes in the literature for Mo and Ru isotopes 26.  The 106Mo (2) moment is 
truncated at the highest value.  The 108,110Ru (2) moments are truncated where the (1) moments 
show backbends.  Shaded areas represent the spin range of the presently reported Qt values.  The 




Figure 6-4: Same as Figure 6-3, but for 106Mo and 108Mo data only. 
 
 The results of the CRHB + LN calculations are compared with the experimental (1) 
moments in Figure 6-3.  The ground states of 102,104,106Mo are calculated to be triaxial (γ ~ -44°), near-
oblate (γ ~ -53°), and oblate, respectively.  These solutions are energetically favored in the 
calculations and the corresponding (1) moments are displayed as solid, red curves.  Clearly, they fail 
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to reproduce the rise of the (1) moments with frequency.  The dashed, green curve for the 104Mo 
case is the near-prolate solution, which reproduces the data.   
As for the Qt values, initial observations based on the data in Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40 
have already been made in Section 5.3.  This discussion expands upon that initial framework.  The 
Qt values for the ground-state band decrease with increasing spin and this behavior is accentuated in 
the heavier isotopes.  Specifically 102,104Mo vs. 106,108Mo and 108Ru vs. 110,112Ru isotopes show this trend.  
For example, using 8 ≤ I ≤ 16, the weighted-average values for 110,112Ru are respectively, 192 ± 16 
efm2 and 198 ± 26 efm2, these are to be compared to the 108Ru value of 261 ± 11 efm2.  In addition, 
these averages for 110,112Ru are also somewhat smaller than those for 106,108Mo.  Indicating that the 
decrease in the Qt values seems more severe in the Ru isotopes than in the available Mo nuclei.  This 
observation suggests a dependence of Qt(I) on Z and N.  It is worth noting that a reduction of the 
Qt moments with increasing spin is also seen in 74Kr 100 and in the rare-earth region 35.  In these 
nuclei, this reduction has been interpreted as being due to a γ-soft PES polarized by rotation-aligned 
quasiparticles inducing a triaxial shape. 
 In Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40, the various solutions of the CRHB+LN calculations are 
shown.  As said in Section 6.1.2, for these calculations the Gogny D1S force was used in the pairing 
channel.  The code did not have constraints on the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the 


















As a result, the solution was restricted to local minima; i.e., Qt and (1) were calculated at the 
equilibrium deformations of these minima, which change with frequency.  In both calculations, the 
NL3* parametrization of the RMF Lagrangian 101 was used. 
 To focus on the details in Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40, triaxial and oblate solutions are 
represented by a full curve while the prolate solution is represented by a dashed curve.  In these 
calculations, substantial shape changes take place in the associated configurations with increasing 
spin: the β2 deformation increases while γ drifts towards -30°.  The latter feature is pronounced in 
104Mo, where γ ~ -30° is reached at I ~ 4 and the Qt value rises accordingly.  This prediction is in 
conflict with the data, including the new Qt values, which show the opposite trend.  A similar 
situation occurs in the Ru isotopes.  Thus, the interpretation of the alignment and deformation 
properties of the observed bands in terms of collective motion associated with oblate and near-
oblate shapes faces substantial difficulties. 
 The alternative is to associate the observed bands with a prolate minimum, although it is an 
excited one (see below).  The CRHB + LN calculations indicate that, without constraining the Q20 
and Q22 moments, the solution in the local prolate minimum becomes unstable when ω increases.  
Only in the case of 104Mo is a solution obtained over a significant frequency range.  In Figure 6-3, 
Figure 5-39, and Figure 5-40, the CRHB + LN prolate solution in 104Mo, represented by dashed, 
green curves, provides a good description of the Qt values for I ≤ 8.  Notably, this was also the case 
for the (1) moment and the band-crossing frequency.  The downslope of Qt with increasing I is 
reproduced and is attributed to a combined decrease in β2 and increase in γ deformation induced by 
rotation.   
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 For the other nuclei, the prolate solution is only stable at the lowest ω values.  The (1) and 
Qt values (the former is shown in Figure 6-3 as a dashed, blue line) extracted from these minima 
agree rather well with experiment, though in a limited range of frequency and spin.  Due to this 
limitation, the trends in the predicted low-spin and measured high-spin Qt values are, in the case of 
106Mo and 110Ru, not comparable.  They can, however, be viewed as complementary.   
 As stated earlier, the Mo and Ru nuclei under investigation are thought to be characterized 
by γ-soft energy surfaces and their successful description would be expected to use mean-field based 
models.  Unfortunately, as discussed in Section 4.1 of Reference 98, no consistent picture emerges 
from the model calculations and different methods reach different conclusions.  These calculations 
face two principle difficulties.  First, strong shape variations with Z and N are expected that can be 
attributed to shell effects in the single-particle spectrum.  Hence, the results depend sensitively on 
the adopted single-particle energies, the accuracy of which is model and parameter dependent 99 102.  
Second, the results of calculations strongly depend on the treatment of pairing as exemplified below. 
 A sample result of the triaxial RMF + BCS calculations with NL3* for 104Mo, performed by 
Afanasjev and Abusara is shown in Figure 6-5.  The PES plot illustrates the γ softness prevalent in 
the region.  An oblate minimum and a shallow excited prolate minimum are seen.  In contrast, axial 
RMF + BCS calculations 92 with the NL3 parametrization of the Lagrangian predict the prolate 
minimum to be the lowest in 102,104Mo, whereas the oblate one becomes the lowest in the heavier Mo 
isotopes.  However, CRHB + LN calculations with the NL3 parametrization suggest that the oblate 




Figure 6-5:  The PES for 104Mo is displayed.  Each contour line represents a 0.5 MeV change in 
energy.  Collective prolate and oblate shapes are described by β2 > 0 and γ = 0˚ or -60˚, respectively.  
Notice that there are two local minima, one oblate and the other near prolate (γ~15˚).  Triaxial 
shapes are described by  values of γ off the principal axis, for further details see the Lund 
Convention in Section 2.3.1.  This figure is from Reference 97. 
    
The following final comment may be in order.  As stated in Reference 97, for nuclei with a very soft 
PES, a description on the mean-field level may not be adequate and methods beyond mean field 
may be required.  The tensor interaction maybe important and requires the inclusion of the Fock 
exchange terms in the calculation 91.  Correlations related to the restoration of broken symmetries 
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and fluctuations of collective variables should be included for states with different shapes so that 
shape coexistence can be properly included 103.   
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Chapter 7: Summary and Outlook 
 The neutron-rich, even-mass 102-108Mo and 108-112Ru were studied by measuring lifetimes using 
the Doppler-shift attenuation method.  The nuclei were produced as fission fragments of 252Cf.  To 
this end, the Gammasphere spectrometer and the Hercules fast-plastic detector array were used as 
experimental setup.  From the information of the excited-state lifetimes, transition quadrupole 
moments, Qt, were extracted.  These moments were typically obtained between I=6-16ћ for the 
ground-state band, as well as for at least one transition in the γ-band.  A byproduct of the present 
analysis was the determination of previously unknown γ-ray transition intensities.   
 The neutron-rich Mo and Ru nuclei are interesting cases for studying nuclear shape and 
structure effects.  For a comparison with theory, the present data are combined with data at lower 
spin from the literature.  
 At moderate spin, the ground-state band Qt values are observed to decrease relative to the 
low-spin values near the ground state.  All nuclei under discussion have band crossings 
(backbendings).  Below the band crossing, the data appear to be consistent with the motion 
associated with the rotation of a near-prolate shape.  Above it, a triaxial shape may be present.  This 
is in part supported by the relativistic mean-field model calculations of the CRHB+LN type, which 
have been used in this work.  Other theoretical calculations predict an oblate shape or a triaxial 
shape with an asymmetry parameter γ ~ -44° at low spin, but these are ruled out by the data.  For 
104Mo, the calculations using the prolate minimum reproduce the observations, and provide some 
indication of a shape transition from a prolate to a triaxial shape at higher spin.  The Qt values for 
106Mo and 110,112Ru also support this picture.  However, reliable theoretical predictions cannot be 
made for all the nuclei studied.   
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 Stable triaxial shapes and oblate shapes, at low spin, are hard-to-observe exotic shapes.  They 
attract considerable attention in current nuclear-structure research (see Figure 6-2).  The present 
work has advanced this research, particularly in the case of 104Mo.  In the other cases studied, γ 
softness, the tendency of the potential-energy surface to deviate from an axially-symmetric shape, 
has been tested, and to some degree verified. 
 Better prospects for the observing of the effects of stable triaxiality or an oblate shape on 
excited-state properties may be odd-mass nuclei such as 105-107Mo (odd N) or 105-107Tc (odd Z).  The 
recent observation of an oblate shape in 109Nb 104 supports this statement.  The yields for these 
odd-mass nuclei are comparable to the even-mass nuclei studied in this work.  Analyzing their 
lifetimes using the present data set is suggested and the work presented here provides a guide for 
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Appendix A: Guide to Using the LINESHAPE Code 
A.1 Modifying the DECHIST Routine  
 The DECHIST routine (see Section 4.3.3) provides an option for three methods with which 
to generate the stopping powers for the recoiling nucleus.  They are: (1) Ward’s effective charge with 
Ziegler’s proton stopping powers, (2) Ziegler’s heavy-ion stopping powers, and (3) the shell-
corrected Northcliffe and Schilling stopping powers.  The later was mainly used in this analysis, but 
a study of the so-called Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) by Ziegler et al. was made as 
well.  Specifically, DECHIST was modified so the effect of the SRIM stopping powers, on the mean 
lifetime, could be determined. 
 The procedure for the code modification is documented hereafter.  Notably, the 
LINESHAPE code must be compiled on the group’s 32-bit unix machines (Mira and Orion), but 
the executable can then be run on the group’s 64-bit unix machines (Mira1 and Orion1).  There is an 
issue with the backwards compatibility of the gfortran compiler, which replaced the g77 compiler on 
the 64-bit machines. 
 Run DECHIST and view the text file stopp.out (some of the DECHIST executables have 
the writing out of the stopping powers disabled: see 
/exp05/programs/DSAM/StopPowTest).  Make note of the ion energies that the code uses 
for its stopping powers lookup table (left most column of stopp.out).  Any SRIM 
replacement lookup table must also have values at these specific ion energies (there are 61 of 
them). 
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 Run SRIM for the case of interest.  Write out the table in units of MeV/(cm2/mg).  Make 
sure that the ion-energy range covers the same ion-energy range as DECHIST.     
 Copy the ion energy and dE/dx columns into a spreadsheet.  (If the lookup table is first 
opened in Word the alt key can be held down to enable column selection.)    
 SRIM produces an electric and nuclear stopping powers.  Sum these values together to 
calculate the total stopping power.  
 Produce a graph of stopping powers as a function of ion energy (e.g. in Excel).   
 Right click on the points of the graph and select the add trendline option.  A high order 
polynomial fit was found to produce an acceptable fit to the data. (It may be necessary to fit 
the low energy stopping powers with a different function than the high energy stopping 
powers to get a better overall fit.) 
 Use the fit to interpolate the SRIM stopping powers for the specific ion energies needed by 
DECHIST. 
 The code that needs to be modified to include the SRIM stopping powers is the STOPP 
subroutine of stopp.f.  Open this file for editing on the Orion/Mira servers. 
 After the last DO loop include the line, STP(1,2)= lowest energy new stopping power value.  
There will be 61 such lines, and they will end with STP(61,2) = highest energy new stopping 
power value.  (The 2 designates that it is a stopping power for a recoil passing through the 
backing.) 
 At the command line execute: make –f dechist.make.  This makes a new executable called 
DECHIST.  Rename this file to specify that it should only be used for a specific ion (e.g. 
DECHIST_SRIM106Mo). 
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 Run the modified DECHIST, view the new stopp.out file to check that the modification 
worked, and then run HISTAVER with the modified output. 
 Use the modified HISTAVER velocity profiles in the LINESHAPE code and perform fits 
as normal. 
 
A.2 Sample Inputs 
 The directory /home/ncgrp/exp05/gsfma263/post/dsam contains the bulk of the files 
associated with the DSAM analysis.  This directory contains a subdirectory for each of the nuclei 
studied in this work.  A list of the different extensions used and their meaning is provided below. 
 *.dat → is an input file for either the DECHIST or HISTAVER routine. 
 
 *.lis → is a human readable output file from either the DECHIST or HISTAVER routine. 
 
 *.his → is a binary input file made by the DECHIST routine for the HISTAVER routine 
or the HISTAVER routine for the LINESHAPE program. 
 
 *.dsf → called a dump file by the LINESHAPE program, it saves the setup parameters of a 
fit in the LINESHAPE program. 
 
 *.spn → a file that consists of the spectrum files from each different angular bin stacked 
together (spectrum 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 120°, 105°, 90°, 75°, and 60° respectively). 
  
 nhist-5-15 (.f90 .par1 .par2) →  are the parameter files for the post-run.sh scanning 
program that applies the FF and γ-ray gates and creates the angle-sorted spectra (*.spn). 
 
 *.cmd → are command files for the Radware xmgf3 program that divide the combined 
*.spn file into individual *.spe files, one for each angular bin. 
 
 *.agr → are the save files for xmgrace. 
 
 *.out → are the output files from the LINESHAPE program, they can contain the ASCI 
output for the fits, the output fit parameters, or both.     
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Example Setup of the DECHIST Routine for 106Mo [comments are in brackets]: 
Run DECHIST [all the subdirectories contain the executable, copy it where it is needed]  
Name of input data file (RETURN to create one) > hit return  
Enter name of data file to be created (.dat)> mo106 
Enter Z and A of target> 42 106 
Enter density of target> 10.28 [g/cm3]  
Enter target thickness in mg/cm2> 0 [adaptation for fission, see Section 4.3.3] 
Enter target angle (in degrees, relative to beam)> 90 
Enter Z and A of projectile> 42 106 
Beam energy (MeV)> 408 [this value must be adjusted until the correct initial FF velocity is reached] 
Z and A of backing> 78 195 
Density of backing (g/cm3)> 21.45 
Enter backing thickness in mg/cm2> 438  
Z and A of recoil> 42 106 
The following stopping power options are available: 
1 – Ward’s effective charge and Ziegler’s proton stopping power 
2 – Ziegler’s heavy-ion stopping power 
3 – Shell-corrected Northcliffe & Schilling stopping power (DEFAULT) 
Select one of these by entering the number corresponding to your choice 
or RETURN for the default option:> 3 or hit return [see Section A.1] 
Seed (0 = random) = 0 
Enter time-step interval in picoseconds> 0.004 
Enter maximum number of time steps> 2000 [this is the maximum allowed] 
Enter number of histories> 10000 
 
 The routine now simulates the stopping for each of the histories.  Open the *.lis file to view 
the results.  Adjust beam energy in the *.dat file and rerun the DECHIST routine until the initial 
recoil velocity is correct for the nucleus of interest. 
 
Example Setup of the HISTAVER Routine for 106Mo [comments are in brackets]: 
Run HISTAVER [all the subdirectories contain the executable, copy it where it is needed]  
Name of input data file (RETURN to create one)> hit return 
Name of file to be created> mo106_75 [.dat file] 
Target-detector distance (cm)> 25.4 
Ge detector radius (cm)> 3.55 
Theta angle (degrees)> 75.1 [see Table 4-6] 
Number of Ge at that angle> 1 
Relative efficiency and phi of Ge # 1> 1 0 [efficiency is handled in the LINESHAPE program] 
Enter file (.his) containing simulated histories> mo106.his [created by DECHIST routine] 
Enter output file name> mo106_75 [.his file for LINESHAPE program and .lis file] 
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 The HISTAVER routine will need to be run for every theta angle that will later be included 
in the analysis in the LINESHAPE program.  Each bin contains hundreds of the different angular 
combinations between the Gammasphere and Hercules detector.  It is impractical to include each of 
those combinations, instead a single detector at the average theta for the angular bin represents the 
entire bin.  Each bin has its own efficiency file (*.eff) to account for the relative efficiency between 
different bins in the LINESHAPE program.     
 
Example Setup of the LINESHAPE Program for 106Mo [comments are in brackets]: 
Run LINESHAPE [all the subdirectories contain the executable, copy it where it is needed] 
WHAT NEXT> setup 
 
Number of angles = 3  
Data for angle # 1 
Spectrum file = CrunchCom654below-09.spe 
Error Spectrum = CrunchCom654below-09.spe [see README.pdf in ~/dsam if background is 
subtracted] 
Number of values of theta to sum over = 1 
Velocity profile file (.HIS) = mo106_60.his [from HISTAVER routine] 
Efficiency file (.EFF) = bin9.eff  
Data for angle # 2  
Spectrum file = CrunchCom654below-07.spe 
Error Spectrum = CrunchCom654below-07.spe  
Number of values of theta to sum over = 1 
Velocity profile file (.HIS) = mo106_90.his [from HISTAVER routine] 
Efficiency file (.EFF) = bin7.eff  
Data for angle # 3  
Spectrum file = CrunchCom654below-05.spe 
Error Spectrum = CrunchCom654below-05.spe  
Number of values of theta to sum over = 1 
Velocity profile file (.HIS) = mo106_120.his [from HISTAVER routine] 
Efficiency file (.EFF) = bin5.eff  
 
Energy calibration intercept (MeV) = 0.0 
Energy calibration slope (MeV/ch) = 0.001 
Quadratic coefficient (MeV/ch)2 = 0.0 
Number of levels in rotational side-feeding cascades = 5 
Dynamic moment of inertia for the side-feeding bands in MeV = 24.0 [see Section 4.3.2] 
Number of transitions in cascade = 3 
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Transition # 1 (starting from the bottom) 
Energy of transition (MeV) = 0.6549 
Lower limit of window = 635 
Upper limit of window = 675 
Branching ratio of M1/E2 transition = 1 [means transitions are all E2s] 
Side feeding intensity = 57.1 [see Table 5-3] 
Initial estimate of transition Qt = 2.5 
Will this level have independent multi-step feeding? no 
Rotational-cascade side feeding is assumed 
Initial estimate for side-feeding Qt = 7.5 [~3x transition Qt is a good estimate] 
FWHM (in ch) of peak in level #1 angle #1 = 3.0 
Normalization of peak in level #1 angle #1 = 1.0 
FWHM (in ch) of peak in level #1 angle #2 = 3.0 
Normalization of peak in level #1 angle #2 = 1.0 
FWHM (in ch) of peak in level #1 angle #3 = 3.0 
Normalization of peak in level #1 angle #3 = 1.0 
Transition #2 (starting from the bottom) [same as transition #1 except different energy and limits] 
Transition #3 (starting from the bottom) [same as transition #1 except different energy and limits] 
 
Spin of upper level of transition 1 (in hbar) = 8 
K of band (in hbar) = 0.0 [2.0 for γ band, if the transition is between bands the Qt will be wrong, 
but with the right Clebsh-Gordon coefficient the correct value can be constructed from the τ] 
 
Window #1 [this section accounts for background peaks, use setup[/w] to avoid scrolling through 
all of setup again if these values need to be adjusted] 
Number of regions to exclude from fit = 0  
Number of extra stopped peaks in this window = 7 [maximum of 8 can be fit per window] 
Position of peak #1 (in channels) = 639.0 [if fitting a moving peak be aware that for some angles the 
peak height will have to be manually set to 0] 
Position of peak #2 (in channels) = 641.5 
             … 
Position of peak #7 = 636.0 
 
Include efficiency correction? yes [this uses the bin*.eff files] 
Upper Limit: Q(1) = 6   [for transition #1] 
Lower Limit Q(1) = 0.1 
Upper Limit QS(1) = 11 
Lower Limit QS(1) = 0.1 
Upper Limit: Q(2) = 6   [for transition #2] 
Lower Limit Q(2) = 0.1 
Upper Limit QS(2) = 11 
Lower Limit QS(2) = 0.1 
Upper Limit: Q(3) = 6   [for transition #3] 
Lower Limit Q(3) = 0.1 
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Upper Limit QS(3) = 11 




 The setup is now complete.  Start with the highest spin transition you can and work 
downward.  If you need to use different angles for a different transition, create a new setup, and 
include one transition above the transition you are trying to measure.  Fix the transition and side-
feeding Qt values of this above transition using the previous fit.  This allows the direct feeding to be 
based upon fitted rather than modeled values. 
 The file README.pdf in the ~/dsam directory has a complete list of all the commands 
available.  Some of the more commonly used ones are listed below. 
 seek → basic fitting routine, use once at the start to get an initial fit. 
 simplex → better fitting routine, use regularly to account for changes made. 
 migrad → best fitting routine, used by minos, rarely used by itself. 
 minos → χ2 minimization routine, use this for the final fit. 
 fx → brings up a list of parameters that can be fixed. 
 fr → brings up a list of parameters that can be freed. 
 cal → calculates the lineshapes for each angle, use periodically, the program does not always 
prompt you to use this if you make a change that affects it. 
 
 setup[/w] → allows quick access to the section of the setup where background peaks can be 
added in each window. 
 
 list → displays a list of the current fit parameters. 
 sw → selects the window that you want to fit. 
 df[/w=1,2,3] → displays the lineshape fit for the specified window. 
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 dump → creates a save file for the setup and fit parameters (*.dsf). 
 indump → reads in a save file (remember to run cal afterwards). 








Appendix B: Table of Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients 
Table B-1 shows a selection of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients relevant to this work.  The left two 
columns of the table show stretched, intra-band E2 transitions, of the ground-state band (K=0) and 
the γ band (K=2), where the coefficient takes the form <IiK20|IfK>.  The right half of the table 
shows inter-band E2 transitions, where the coefficient takes the form <Ii22-2|If0> with ΔK = -2.  
Recall that the angular momentum vectors must satisfy the triangle relations Ii - Iλ ≤ If and Ii + Iλ ≥ 
If, where Iλ = 2 for an E2 transition and their projections must satisfy Ki + ΔK = Kf.  The Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients were calculated using Stevenson's Java Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient Calculator 
105 106.  
   
Table B-1: Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for relevant E2 transitions. 
Ii → If <Ii020|If0>   Ii → If <Ii220|If2>  Ii → If <Ii22-2|If0>
2 → 0 0.4472  6 → 4 0.4847 62 → 61 0.6030 
4 → 2 0.5345  7 → 5 0.5136 62 → 41 0.3129 
6 → 4 0.5610  8 → 6 0.5326 42 → 41 0.5922 
8 → 6 0.5738  9 → 7 0.5459 42 → 21 0.3450 
10 → 8 0.5817  10 → 8 0.5557 22 → 01 0.4472 
12 → 10 0.5868  11 → 9 0.5631   
14 → 12 0.5905      
16 → 14 0.5932      








Appendix C: Data Structure 
 The raw data are structured as 32-bit words and can be represented in hexadecimal format, 
i.e. words comprised of four hexadecimal digits.  An example is given in Figure C-1.  An event in the 
raw data contains the data words described below.  Events are separated by the ffff word, the so-
called separator, highlighted in red.  The digits have been swapped compared to the standard 
Gammasphere output format 107 (e.g. xxnn is now nnxx). 
Event Header:  The ten words following the ffff separator comprise the event header. 
 First Word: In Figure C-1, this is the word 4a80.  The 4a designates the number of words in 
 the event, in this case 4·161+a·160=74 total words in the event.  The 80 is present in every 
 event and marks the header. 
 Second Word: The first two digits give the number of “clean” HPGe hits, in this case 5 
 such hits.   
 Third Word: The last two digits give the number of “dirty” HPGe hits, in this case 4 
 such hits.  The first two digits give the number of “clean” BGO counts, in this case 7 
 such hits.   
 Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Words:  These three words output the trigger time according to 
 the μsec clock.  The clock is a 47-bit output of the master trigger module that ticks once 
 every μs.  The μsec clock time can be constructed by the following expression: (fourth word 
 · 231) +  (fifth word · 216) + (sixth word), in this case 377,479,811,558 μs.  
 Seventh Word: This word represents the TAC1 timing signal (0.25 ns/ch).  It outputs the 
 time difference between the trigger and the following μsec clock tick.  The trigger time can 
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 be determined to an accuracy of better than a ns by subtracting the TAC1 time from the 
 μsec clock time: (μsec clock time • 1000) - (TAC1 • 0.25).        
 Eighth Word: This word represents the TAC2 timing signal (0.5 ns/ch).  In an in-beam 
 experiment, it represents the time difference between the pre trigger and the accelerator rf 
 pulse.  In this experiment, the signal was the time difference between the master trigger and 
 the CsF detector.  The null output in the example is typical as the CsF detector is, roughly 
 spoken, only present in one of every fifty events. 
 Ninth Word:  This word outputs the sum of the so-called side-channel HPGe energies. 
 Tenth Word: This word gives the sum of the BGO energies. 
“Clean” HPGe Output: Each “clean” HPGe event contains four words.  There are five “clean” 
HPGe events in the example.   
 First Word: The first two digits give the identification number for the detector hit.  The 
 last two digits encode the hit pattern.  Being a “clean” event, the hit pattern records that 
 none of the BGOs fired and only the HPGe bit is set. 
 Second Word: The first bit identifies if pileup occurred and the second bit identifies if the 
 signal ranged out.  These are followed by the 14-bit HPGe energy (1/3 keV/ch).     
 Third Word: This word encodes the 12-bit side-channel information, which leads to the 
 angular correction for the segmented detectors.   
 Forth Word: This word outputs the 12-bit HPGe time (~0.56 ns/ch) relative to the trigger.        
“Dirty” HPGe Output: There are four “dirty” HPGe events written out in the example.  They have 
the same format as the “clean” HPGe output.  Being a “dirty” event, the hit pattern records the  
BGO(s) that fired in addition to the HPGe. 
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“Clean” BGO Output: Each “clean” BGO event contains three words.  There are seven “clean” 
BGO event written out in the example.   
 First Word: The first two digits give the identification number for the detector hit.  The last 
 two digits encodes the hit pattern.  Being a “clean” BGO event, the hit pattern records that 
 the BGO(s) fired, but the HPGe did not.  
 Second Word: This word outputs the 12-bit BGO time (~0.56 ns/ch) relative to the trigger.  
 Third Word: This word outputs the 12-bit BGO energy (3 keV/ch).  
Hercules Data: The 00ff marker designates the start of external data.  For this experiment, it is data 
from Hercules, which requires five words. 
 First Word: This is the header for any external data written out.  The first two digits identify 
 the number of words of external data that will follow.  In the example, the header tells 
 that four words follow.  This will always be the case unless multiple FFs hit Hercules; this  
 occurred for less than 3% of the events.  
 Second and Third Words: These words output the timing information from Hercules.   
 The first two digits of the second word give the virtual station number (VSN), an id for the 
 four 16-channel digitizers for the Hercules time signals (VSN 49-52).  The third word in the 
 example is bf74.  Flipping the bytes, this reads 74bf.  The 7 represents the channel number 
 of the digitizer  that has data; the channel number combined with the VSN allows the 
 specific Hercules detector to be identified.  The remaining three digits, 4bf, output the 
 Hercules time signals. 
 Forth and Fifth Words: These words output the pulse-height information from 
 Hercules.  The  four Hercules pulse-height digitizers have VSN 53-56.   
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0100400 0400 3388 971b 3788 f919 ff f f  4a80 0540 
0100420 0704 af00 8c63 e6d1 8602 0000 5a0e 2f03 
0100440 3c01 190c f300 150f 4201 4a29 0000 290f 
0100460 1101 d509 0000 680e 1b01 0080 0000 080e 
0100500 2701 b403 7d00 f60e 1819 792f 1300 8a0e 
0100520 2a09 a42a e304 010f 6703 b507 0000 6e0e 
0100540 4d21 4a05 0400 5d0e 2808 b706 3a01 4020 
0100560 1707 4501 6202 4707 cc01 0d40 5c02 3700 
0100600 0f40 a506 9f02 2f10 0a07 f300 4540 3b07 
0100620 b400 00ff  0400 3188 bf74 3588 3570 f f f f  
 
Figure C-1: Example of the raw data written in hexadecimal representation.  The leftmost column 
displays the location of this block within the data file.  The yellow highlighting designates the event 
header, the light blue “clean” HPGe data, the green “dirty” HPGe data, the pink “clean” BGO data, 




Appendix D: RIV Analysis for 144Ba 
D.1 Introduction  
 The g-factor (g) connects the spin and the magnetic moment (μ) of the nucleus, as described 




Knowledge of the g-factor provides information about the current distribution of the nucleus.  For 
an even-even nucleus (144Ba), a change in the g-factor can indicate a change in the pairing 
configuration.   
 The recoil-in-vacuum (RIV) technique relies upon measuring the attenuation of the γ-ray 
angular distributions of aligned states 108.  The hyperfine interaction couples the nuclear magnetic 
moment to the magnetic field of the electron distribution, linking the nuclear spin to the atomic spin 
and causing the nucleus to precess about the resultant vector JIF
  .   
 The magnetic field of the electron distribution is the result of holes in the electron shell 
structure with the most significant contributions coming from the inner K and L shells.  The holes 
are the result of the FF traveling relativistically through a dense medium.  The number of electrons 
stripped from the FF is proportional to its velocity.  The distribution of the remaining electrons is 
kept in a state of flux from collisions with other electrons in the dense medium.  This process 
ensures a distorted atomic configuration when the FF reaches vacuum, at which point the atomic 






and an associated hyperfine field strength.  The convolution of the average atomic configuration 
over the lifetime of the nuclear state provides the average hyperfine field strength perturbing the 
orientation of the FF.  
 The nuclear spin is oriented by the fission of 252Cf, but when coupled to the randomly 
oriented atomic spin, that orientation is lost at a rate proportional to the hyperfine field strength.  
The loss of orientation of the nuclear spin is quantified by the attenuation coefficients Gk (k= 2, 4), 
they are function of lifetime of the nuclear state and the g factor.  The time dependent attenuation 








where B is the magnetic hyperfine field at the nucleus 109. 
 The so-called “static model” assumes that the nuclear lifetime is short compared to the 
atomic lifetime 110, which implies that knowing the initial hyperfine field strength is sufficient.  This 
has been applied empirically in the Te isotopes 111.  The hyperfine field strength is measured using 
“calibration” isotopes with known g factors (e.g. 122, 126, 130Te) and it is applied to the isotope of 
interest (e.g. 132Te).  
 Time-dependent Monte-Carlo simulations of Gk, developed by X. Chen 112, have improved 






























the nte   distribution, where τN is the nuclear lifetime.  The changes in atomic configuration that the 
nucleus experiences before it decays are then accounted for by randomly selecting atomic decay 
times weighted by the distribution of the form ate  , where τa is the lifetime of the relevant atomic 
configuration.  Atomic decay times continue to be selected until the simulated nucleus decays.  The 
simulation adjusts the hyperfine field strength in Equation (D-2) for each change in atomic 
configuration.  The lifetimes and hyperfine field strengths of the atomic configurations are based 
upon atomic-structure calculations from first principles using the GRASP2K code 113.  The code 
outputs Gk as a function of the g factor and requires atomic structure information, the lifetime of 
the nuclear state and the velocity of the FF as inputs.  This curve is then used to translate the 
measured Gk into the g factor.   
 The angular distribution of a stretched E2 γ-ray transition is shown in Figure D-1.  As 
discussed in Section 2.2, the spin axis may lie anywhere in a plane perpendicular to the fission axis.  
The E2 angular distributions of this work are constructed relative to the fission axis, this results in 
the averaging of all possible orientations of the spin axis about the fission axis.  This has the effect 
of degrading the anisotropy [ )0()90(  WW ] of the angular distribution.  The angular distribution 









 Those details that pertain specifically to RIV are included in this section; additional 
information can be found in Chapter 4.  The RIV method is a time-integral method, i.e. the 
attenuation effect is integrated over the state lifetime.  The method involves measuring the angular 
distribution of the state of interest and its feeding transition.  The angular distribution of the feeding 
transition is called the unattenuated distribution, while the distribution of the state itself is called the 
attenuated distribution.  Their ratio provides a measure of the attenuation that occurred during the 
lifetime of the state.  If there is no attenuation, and both transitions are stretched E2s, then both of 
these distributions will be the same.  
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 The angular distributions are fit with the Legendre polynomial function shown in Equation 
(D-4).  The odd terms do not contribute because the distributions are symmetric.     
(D-4) 
The Gk attenuation coefficients are measured by taking the ratio 114 
(D-5)  
where the Qk are the finite solid angle correction factors and the Ak are the Legendre polynomial fit 
parameters for the angular distribution.   
 It is important to either remove or account for any side-feeding contributions to the 
intensity of the attenuated distribution.  If the cumulative lifetime of the side feeding is different 
than that of the direct feeding it will bias the result (e.g. if the side feeding has a short lifetime it 
would make the attenuated distribution appear less so).  In this work, the side feeding is removed 
through γ-ray gating.   
 The general gating conditions were a LF gate in Hercules, a double gate on the γ-ray 
transitions, and event-by-event Doppler correction.  For the unattenuated angular distribution all 
double gates below the feeding transition (e.g. 8+→6+) were included.  For the attenuated angular 
distribution one of the gating transitions was the direct feeding transition (e.g. 8+→6+), the other was 
any transition “below” the transition out of the level of interest (e.g. “below” 6+→4+). 
 In the RIV analysis the FF are traveling along the fission axis towards Hercules.  Therefore, 
the γ-ray transitions are sorted into, 15° wide, angular bins with respect to Ψ, the supplement of ξ 
used for the DSAM analysis.  The bins are centered on the angles Ψ=15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 
105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, and 165°.  To increase the number of data points in the Legendre polynomial 
fit, a second set of angular bins are created that are shifted 7.5° relative to the first set.  These bins 
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157.5°, and 172.5°.  The mean bin angle can be different than the prescribed bin angle depending 
upon the collection of detectors included in each bin.  Table 4-6 displays the simulated mean bin 
angles, and these angles are used when the angular distribution is fit.  The peak of interest in each 
bin is fit with a Gaussian using the Radware software package 59.  As discussed in Section 4.3.4, 
moving background peaks from the partner fragment are tracked from bin to bin, and accounted for 
when they interfere with the peak of interest.  The efficiency of each bin at the energy of the peak of 
interest is simulated and accounted for using the internal calibration method described in Section 
4.1.3.  The A0 term of the polynomial fit [Equation (D-5)] is the average value of the fit.  The counts 
in each bin are normalized to set A0 equal to 1.  The Legendre polynomial fit is then performed 
using a χ2 minimization routine developed by Bevington 115.           
 The velocity of 144Ba was determined by gating on the 4+→2+ and 2+→0+ transitions and 
projecting out the FF velocity spectrum.  The peak was fit with a Gaussian to determine the 
centroid.  The velocity for 144Ba was 1.027 cm/ns. 
 The Au foil, included for safety (see Section 3.2), is of some concern.  If the fragment 
recoiling into vacuum hits the Au foil before the state of interest has decayed then the atomic 
configuration is once again scrambled.  If this happens it becomes unlikely that the hyperfine 
interaction can be correctly accounted for.  The source holder places the Au foil 2 mm away from 
the 252Cf,  providing a 150 ps window for the g factor measurements.  The measurement of the 4+ 
state in 144Ba, with a cumulative lifetime greater than 103 ps, was completely attenuated.  Any state 
that does not decay before reaching the Au foil would not be accessible by this method anyway. 
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D.3 Results 
 The measured angular distributions are highlighted on the partial level scheme in Figure D-2. 
were measured for.  The known lifetimes of the levels are also listed 118.  Figures D-3 through D-6 
are the angular distributions, constructed relative to the fission axis (angle Ψ), for the 10+→8+, 
8+→6+, 6+→4+, and 4+→2+ transitions of the ground-state band respectively.  The Legendre 
polynomial fits are overlaid on each distribution.  The error bars get larger as 0° and 180° are 
approached, this is due to fewer detectors being available at these angles.  The fit parameters and the 
calculated attenuation coefficients and g factors for the 8+ and 6+ levels are in Tables D-1 and D-2.  
No g factor is calculated for the 4+ level, because the angular distribution of the 4+→2+ transition is 
completely attenuated.  The g factor for the 10+ level could not be measured because the lifetime is 
unknown.  As transitions higher in the band are analyzed their lifetimes, in general, decrease as does 
the intensity.  Shorter lifetimes mean less attenuation, which means the angular distributions of 
transitions higher in the band eventually become indistinguishable from each other.  The Monte-
Carlo simulations of Gk as a function of the g factor for the 8+ and 6+ levels are displayed in Figures 
D-7 and D-8.   
 The only g factor for comparison is 0.34 ±0.05 for the 2+ level 116.  Assuming a strongly 
deformed nucleus, the collective rotational component of the g factor is Z/A 117.  This neglects 
single-particle components, but provides an estimate, g ≈ 0.39.      
 
Table D-1: Legendre polynomial fit parameters and finite angle correction factors. 
Transition A2 ΔA2 A4 ΔA4 Q2 Q4 
10+→8+ 0.220 ±0.0106 -0.211 ±0.0134 0.9884 0.9505 
8+→6+ 0.157 ±0.0124 -0.0991 ±0.0156 0.9876 0.9485 
6+→4+ 0.093 ±0.0053 -0.0365 ±0.0069 0.9866 0.9457 
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Table D-2: Lifetimes 118, attenuation coefficients, and g factors for the 8+ and 6+ levels of 144Ba.  
Level τ (ps) Δτ G2 ΔG2 G4 ΔG4 g Δg 
8+ 10.3 ±1.4 0.713 ±0.066 0.469 ±0.080 0.344 +0.179 -0.090 
6+ 21.8 ±2.1 0.592 ±0.058 0.368 ±0.090 0.242 +0.295 -0.143 
  
 
Figure D-2: Partial level scheme for 144Ba with measured transitions highlighted.  Known lifetimes 




Figure D-3: The angular distribution of the 10+→8+ transition of 144Ba.  The Legendre polynomial fit 
is overlaid on the distribution.   
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Figure D-4: The angular distribution of the 8+→6+ transition of 144Ba.  The Legendre polynomial fit 
is overlaid on the distribution. 
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Figure D-5: The angular distribution of the 6+→4+ transition of 144Ba.  The Legendre polynomial fit 
is overlaid on the distribution. 
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Figure D-6: The angular distribution of the 4+→2+ transition of 144Ba.  The Legendre polynomial fit 






Figure D-7: Monte-Carlo simulation describing G2 and G4 as a function of the g factor for the 8+ 
level.  The data points for G2 and G4 are overlaid on the simulation. 
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Figure D-8: Monte-Carlo simulation describing G2 and G4 as a function of the g factor for the 6+ 
level.  The data points for G2 and G4 are overlaid on the simulation. 
 
D.4 Commentary 
 Among the FF of 252Cf there is scarce g factor data available for any state other than the 2+.  
This state is inaccessible in RIV so a check of the method is unavailable.  The uncertainty in the 
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method is still too large when compared to measurements of the 2+ level.  The uncertainty on G2 is 
~9.5%, but due to the slope of the simulated Gk/g curve, the uncertainty on the g factor increases to 
a minimum of 25%.
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